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t scheduled game of the new- 
ly organized Kelowna.Didttiict'League 
was played on Gordon’s pond,
VouMh, Monday'afternoon last. Teams 
from Rutland and B'eiivouHn clashed 
in  the- opening encotiiiter: Goiisider- 
ing that it wa^^tiid, first time on sl<atti.s 
this season ^of  ̂ ;plai/W^f
the gatiric wa’s a good o n c .^ / '
In the .first period the "^Bienvoulin 
boyd did most of the .'pressing^ failing, 
however, to secure a tally. The Rut­
land forwards broke ‘ through i onedi or, 
twice, and near the end^of the period 
uccccdcd in notching the first'counter. 
The second period \yas a ding-dongj 
f  '/battle, both ' sides ‘ s(riyihi^ to sco/e.
lEarly inithc pcHod Max Befard found 
fj .jhc n^t ;S6t, Benvoulin’s first goal, ty- 
jn^N^thc score. Rutland pressed .the 
defence very hard but their 
s wild and tfie period end- 
core 1 -1 .
period provided many 
rst part of the period was' 
the home team attacking 
■S' goal repeatedly. Shots 
bn. the Rutland goal-keeper 
from. alh|^ngles, a fast one,, from the 
stick offf George S wordy eventually 
bulging |he  net for goal number two. 
T he visifois thferi carried. the -play'into 
Bettvotililn territory,, Connell .^coring 
finally,- Kgain tying the game: Time 
being called with the score still even, 
it was decided to play five minutes 
extra each way.
The overtime play provided much 
excitement for the spectators, the play 
passing from one end to the other in 
swift succession, both sides working 
furiously to, score, but’ without avail. 
Owing to the lateness ofi fhe hour and 
failing light, it: was decided not to 
play any further overtime,' the game 
ending in a two-all tie. •
Play throughout was clean, no pen­
alties being handed out. In team play 
the Benvoulin Sextette were much Su­
perior to their opponents and their 
shooting was .more, accurate. Under 
the circumstances the Rutland team 
■were' lucky to . obtain a tic. With 
little more combination and better 
shooting they should prove the best 
team, however. They had the advan 
tage in weight but failed to make use 
of the fact, .Individual stars on the 
BenvoUlin , side w ere' M; Berard and 
G. Swojdy, while AVanleSs, in goal for 
Rutland, made many spectacular saves 
The line-up was as follows:—
Rutland
L. Wanless ; goal
H. Lpgan . L. De.f.
E. Dudgeon R. Def. 
A. Connell L. Whig J. 












Mr. and Mrs. R. White and family: 
of Victoria, have been visUing Mr, 
and Mrs. A. E. James for Christmas 
and the New Year. j
The annual meeting of the Glen- 
more United Church, which was ar­
ranged for Thursday, Jan. 4th, has 
been postponed till Wednesday, Jan. 
10th, owing to the Sapiro meeting in 
tlie Empress bn that date,
' Friday this week is the night chosen 
by the Sunday School for their even- 
^ing of fun. They welcome all friends. 
Light refreshments will be served to­
wards which any attending friends 
may contribute.
. Mr. W. Wallace returned home on 
Saturday afternoon last.
Mrs. Waugh and Miss S. Waugh, 
who have spent several months in 
Glcnmorc w.ith Mr. and Mrs. Shanley 
Kerr, returned to their home in Tces- 
watcr, Ontario, on Thursday morning.
Chief topics on the street at the pre­
sent time are: The, assessments re­
ceived in the last mail. Who will take 
care of our cducatibn and act as Trus- 
tee ? Five instead of three arc re­
quired under the Municipal Act, and 
nominations must be in by Monday^ 
8 th. The annuar meeting of the \Va- 
ter Municipality, which is drawing 
near, and who will be the nominees ?
Some five hundred men arc to be em­
ployed at once on clearing operations 
at the site of the University of B-Ci 
Only married men, or those having 
. dependents, will be given work.
7 * '  '/T h e  New Year w.a3  pbserved veiy 
quietly on the Benches. There did itiot 
appear to be nearly as m u ^  visiting 
.arouqd ’dit in'Other ;i ■
■ ^he festiv'e season yv' ^.addenediiby 
the ' stidden "death b ybuiig ^bn
,bf Mr.'i and Mrs. A, Stewart, which 
appears to Itavc Jjccn due to his par­
taking of some bad or poisoned cafidy- 
Mi', and Mrs. Stewart'arc tlic recip­
ients of iriuch sympathy in' their sad 
bereavement. -
"Mips Isaac and Mr’̂,’ I^oitis Smallinan 
■ha've gbno on a trip, to Florida. ,
We hear Mr. “Phil” Shaw has gone 
to the,Coast to write for hiS"final en­
gineer's examination, ^
iTliefe twas a gbod meeting of the 
South Kelowna Branch of the B. C. F.
G. A. held in the School House on 
Tuesday evening. There^ was a good 
£^t'ten^^q94f^'^f- W:v Cnchton; Spepcer 
%as a'pfiolrifcd'chairmain of the nieet-. 
ing and Mr, Gillespie, secretary. 'Mr.
J. E. Reekie, Director for 1922, read 
his report dealing mairiiy . with i the 
Anti-Dumping Act. ' '
The subscription of $1.00 was then 
taken -up tp. enable those present to 
vote for Director and delegate to 1 the 
Convention.; It appeared-that, the Dir­
ector for i?23 . could; only be .noniin- 
aited by. the meeting, the actual elec­
tion being made by the- Conven^ion. 
Mr. J. E. Reekie and Mr, E. B. Pow- 
ejl were nominated as Directors for 
■tiie year11923. P  n a ballot j in ^hich  
Gol. Moodie and Mr. S.trahg acted as 
scrutineers, Mr. Reekie was declared 
elected by fifteen votes to twelve. Mr. 
Gillespie and Mr. Powell were nom­
inated as delegates to the Conventibn. 
On a show of hands,; Mr. Gillespie Was 
declared elected.
Mr. Reekie explained the functions 
of the B, C. F, G. A, I t  can deslrwith 
any question affecting the fruit in­
dustry except the actual marketing of 
the fruit, and therefore he thought 
the Convention should not discuss the 
Central Sales Agency or Board of 
Control propositions.
There was considerable indignation 
expressed at the action of the Domin­
ion Government in refusing to alter 
the' grading of fruit in accordance 
with the desire of B. C. growers, so 
the following resolution was passed: 
“Whereas the fruit growers of B. C. 
have often expressed the opinion that 
the us.e of the grades Extra Fancy, 
Fancy and Choice, instead of the pre­
sent grades of Nos. 1, 2, 3 and crates, 
would be of great advantage on the 
export market;
“And whereas, owing to the opposi­
tion of Eastern growers to fruit so 
graded being sold in Canada, the Do­
minion Department of Agriculture 
has refused to recommend the altera­
tion of grading as requested;
“Resolved that the Dominion Gov­
ernment be asked to allow fruit to be 
graded Extra Fancy, Fancy and 
Choice, provided fruit so graded be 
not marketed in Canada 
After a discussion bn the cause of 
the falling dovvn of Jonathans, the foll­
owing resolution was passed:
“Whereas the increased tendency of 
Jonathan apples to fall down in stor­
age constitutes a serious threat to the 
prosperity of B. C. growers;
“Resolved that the Department of 
Agriculture he asked to make a spec 
ial investigation of this trouble with 
a view to discovering a remedy against 
it.” '
A letter Avas read from Mrs. Car- 
ruthers regarding the .East Kelowna 
Pound. It appears the present corral 
is not a legal one. and until it is made 
a . legal one, no stray stock can be 
impounded. Mrs. Carruthers estimatcc 
the costs of improvements to the cor­
ral at $7 5 .0 0 , and stated that, as the 
Pound was taken on by her for the 
benefit of the community, it would be 
hardly fair to expect her to bear 
all this expense. The meeting ex­
pressed themselves as being very 
grateful to Mrs. Carruthers for taking 
on the thankless job of being Pound- 
keeper, and recommended a subscrip­
tion of $1 . 0 0  front each lot holder for 
the erection of a proper corral. A com­
mittee consisting of Messsrs. Spencer, 
Reekie and Gillespie were chosen to 
collect subscriptions for this object. 
The meeting then adjourned.
Messrs. Anderson and Hoy have 
commenced their inspection of the 
Benches for Fire Blight c.ankers. They 
inform us the inspection will be much 
stricter this ^year. Last year scvcr.al 
growers cut down infected trees but 
neglected to pull the stumps, though 
they had promised to do so. This year 
no certificate will be given till all the 





Growers’ Representatives Will Submit 
Organization Schemes Tq Expert
BRITISH COLUMBIA GROWERS’ 
ORGANIZATION COMMITTEE.
'V’ernon, B. C., Jan. 2, 1923.
Report No. 2
Since our last report information 
has been received that Mr. Aaron Sap­
iro is arriving in the Valley on Thurs­
day, the 4th of January, under the 
auspices of the management of “Farm 
and Home,” which jbiirnal is very gen­
erously bearing all his expenses.
Your committee will haVt' full op­
portunity of consulting with this ex­
pert on the various schemes now before 
them. The Committee arc working 
on the collecting,, of information bear­
ing on these schenies, and the ques­
tion of finance is receiving their par­
ticular attention.
While the Committee is pressing 
things as quickly' as possible, growers 
are asked to realize that hasty'conclu­
sions on the part of their Committee 
at this time might be disastrous."
The growers should hold themselves 
free to take any united action that may 
be decided on.
' F. E. R. WOLLASTON,
Chairman,
B. G. Growers’ Organization 
Committee.
IR R IG A T IO N  A N D  A G R I­
C U L T U R A L  D E P R E S S IO N
G.W.V.A.
(Contributed)
If information is desired about the 
real state of the agricultural industry 
in any district, it is necessary to go 
into that district and talk to those 
engaged in the work. Government 
statistics may be very misleading; they 
may show a large increase in output 
and still give no idea about the pros­
perity of the farmer. If you go into 
the Dry Belt of B. C. at the pre’sent 
time, you will find that the ranchers 
are not only thoroughly dissatisfied 
jut are quite disheartened. Many will 
tell you that under existing conditions 
tliey cannot make a living, and you 
will have to go a long way to find 
single rancher who can show you 
that he has attained the returns which 
he might reasonably expect.
If you enquire into the reason why 
this sftite of affairs exists, there is 
one answer that everyone will give. 
All ranchers will say they cannot sell 
what they produce at a reasonable 
price, and most ranchers will say that 
they find the cost pf production too 
high. On enquiring, it will be found 
that there are two factors in this cost 
of production, one factor depending 
on the skill and industry of the in­
dividual rancher, the other factor en­
tirely beyond his control, because it 
is regulated by the laws of the Pro­
vince.
Now the laws of the Province arc 
made by the Legislature for the bene­
fit of those governed, and if the Leg­
islature does nothing to relieve the 
depression in an industry which it to 
a great extent controls, there is only 
.one inference to be drawn; that infer­
ence is that the Government is unin­
formed .with the real state of affairs. 
Government statistics are relied upon 
and it would seem as though Parlia­
ment thought that the farmers were 
flourishing and were able to bear any 
amount of taxation which might be 
imposed. The agricultural industry is 
undoubtedly passing through a period 
of great depression and, notwithstand­
ing this, at the recent meeting of Par­
liament no steps were taken to relieve 
the situation. Without any political 
partisanship, it may be state'd that 
Parliament is not informed about the 
serious nature of the trouble, and it 
may further may be stated that until 
the farmers collectively present their 
case the necessary information will 
not be forthcoming. Undoubtedly in­
dividuals have laid before their rep­
resentative and before members of the 
Executive a statement pf their difficul­
ties, but such statements receive little 
attention and are pigeon-holed with the 
idea that legislation cannot be passed 
for the benefit of individuals.
I Shrewd observers believe that unless 
something is done a very gr.ave crisis 
has. arisen. Unless there is Some 
change, many ranchers will be obliged 
to give up intensive cultivation in the 
Dry Belt, much of the land will revert
(Continued’ on Page 4)
“i-Iopc springs eternal in the human 
breast,
Man never is but always to be 
blest.”
The twelve rqonths which have just 
passed have been fraught with great 
trials and difficulties for most of us, 
yet they have been full of promise for 
tiic days to come, and we have confid­
ence that the new year will see at least 
a partial fulfilment of reasonable an­
ticipations. While not wishing to 
appear unduly optimistic, it is our 
strong opinion that Canada, and more 
particularly our own Province, has 
passed the worst period in. the econ­
omic depression following upon the 
war; So with the new year let us 
each remember that it is our oppor­
tunity, duty and privilege to do our 
part and share proportionately in the 
good times to come. Experience will 
light our forward way and there is no 
need to be downhearted, for if pros­
perity, can survive anywhere it is right 
here in our own Provinefe of British 
Columbia. ..'lit. «
Major Grehan’s address last Satur­
day night proved to be very interest­
ing, and his remarks were closely foll­
owed by a well-attended meeting. 
While he dealt chiefly with the sub­
ject of the amalgamation of all soldier 
bodies in Canada, he stated that, al­
though negotiations to this end had 
reached a very advanced stage, they 
were for the moment left in abeyance, 
and all energy was being ebneentrated 
on the preparation, of evidence to be 
laid before the Royal Commission, 
Avhich will shortly begin its investiga­
tions. At his suggestion, a special 
committee has been formed for the 
purpose of gathering .as much evi­
dence locally as possible, which must 
be boiled down so as to be presented 
in a concise and constructive condi­
tion. This Committee will be glad to 
hear from any returned man who may 
liaA'c’any information to give. .
♦ ♦ • .
Our annual “Open House,” on New 
Year’s Day, brought a large number 
of members to the Club for a pleasant 
two hours. Comrade Burke presided 
over the punch bowl and dispensed 
greetings and good cheer in his pAvn 
genial way. A few impromptu vocal 
numbers assisted in the entertainment, 
which broke up following a toast to 






Kelowna Thcatricia Society Mokes 
Choice Of Opera For iPreaentation
REPARATIONS CONFERENCE
HAS BROKEN UP
PARIS, Jan. 4.—The Allied repara­
tions conference broke up at 7 p.m 
.tonight. The rupture was quite ami­
cable according to a member of the 
British delegation, who said on leaving 
the conference: “We are going home 




At a meeting of the'general com­
mittee of the Kelowna Theatrical'So­
ciety held last Friday evening, a report 
was received, from the special com­
mittee which was entrusted with the 
selection of an oper^, other than one 
by Gilbert and Sullivan, to be pro­
duced this season. This committee 
had already selected “The Rose of 
Persia,” but reported that, after wir­
ing to New York, it had been found 
that the score of that operh could not 
be obtained.
A discussioii then took place, vvhich 
led hp to a vote being taken as to 
whether “lolanthe” or the “Pirates of 
Penzance” should be produced and, 
on the majority of votes being in 
favour of the latter, it vvas finally set­
tled that it be given some time during 
the winter. This opera wa»- presented 
here in 1911.
Now that a final selection has been 
made, rehearsals will commence as 
s6 on as the “material,” which has 
been wired for, is available, due notice 
of \vhich will appear in the announce­
ment column of The Courier. The 
opera requires a large cast and; when 
produced before, no less than sixty- 
five perfornlers, including the or­
chestra, took part., It is intended to 
give three performances, one at Ke­
lowna, one at 'Yernon and one at 
Summerland, at which points suitable 
stage accommodation is available.
t h e  K .A .A .C . HOLDS
FIFTH  ANNUAL BALL
/4 h e  Fifth Annual Ball at the Elks’ 
Hall, given by the Kelowna Amateur 
Athletic^ Club, which took place on 
New Year’s Eve, was'a very enjoyable 
affair. Some two hundred and eighty 
people were presen^/at this function 
and danced the Old Year out and the 
New Year in to the strains of the 
Vernon orchestra. Supper was served 
shortly after midnight, in the Elks’ 
small hall and dancing did not stop 
till 3 a.m. A large contingent of Visi­
tors from Vernon and other outside 
points came specially to attend this 
ball and all reported having had an 
exceptionally good time. The com­
mittee in ch ^ i^  were: Mr. H. F.
Chapin, President of the Club, and 
Messrs. N. G. Kincaid, D. J. Kerr, J. 
C: Calder and N. E. DeHart. As a 
result of this successful social event 
the K.A.A.C. will be able to start the 
season of 1923 quite free of debt of any 
kind.
The Directors of the Kelowna Hos­
pital Society beg to acknowledge witli 
tlianks receipt of the following dona­
tions during the montli of December: 
Mr. A. E. Renfrew, $50; Kelowna[' 
Sawmill Co., Ltd., $50; Anonymous, 
per Mrs. Pooley, $15.80; Mrj W: E. 
Adams, $15; Mr. W. R. Stephens, $10;; 
Mr. R. L. Dalglish, $10; Mr. R. C. 
Neisli, $1 6 ; Rev. Father Verbeke, $5; 
Mrs. Dimdas, $5; Mrs. A. R. Drys- 
dalc, $5; Mrs. Petrie, Woods Lake, 2 
chickens; Mrs. McDougall, 6  boxes 
apples; Glcmnore District: apples, po­
tatoes, eggs, syrup, marmalade, pickles, 
apple jelly and jams; Winfield Dis­
trict: apples, eggs, jam, butter and 
vegetables; Alsgard’s, oranges and 
nuts; Caso/so Bros., Ltdl, turkey; Peo­
ple’s Meat Market, tutkey; poihinion 
Canners, Ltd., case tomatoes.
TWENTY BELIEVED. LOST
IN BRIDGE COLLAPSE
Many Victims Are Plunged Into 
Turbid Waters Of 'The Cowlitz 
River
a n APPEAL BY
TH E BOARD OF TRADE
is
BOLSHEVISTS W ILL SHOOT
RUSSIAN PRINCE
MOSCOW, Jan. 4.—Prince Uktom- 
isgy has been sentenced to be shot for 
having acted as chief of the Army 
for the Salvation of Russia.”
TURKS Ca l l i n g  m o r e
MEN t o  THE COLOURS
LONDON, 4.—The Turkish
government has issued a decree calling 
to the colours all able-bodied men in 
the liberated regions, according to an 




NEW YORK, Jan. 4.—The city is 
emerging today from a snowstorm 
which gripped it last night.
PRINCESS VICTORIA
HAS BRONCHITIS
LONDON, Jan. 4.—Princess Vic 
toria, sister of King George, has been 
suffering for several days from brpn 
chitis and pulmonary congestion, but 
her condition is not serious.
KELOWNA FRUIT AND
VEGETABLE SHIPM ENTS









Qrg^niz,ation Meeting Will Be Hcldt 
Next Tuesday 1
KELSO, Wash., Jan. 4.—Grim sear­
ching parties arc working tbday with 
determination dragging the muddy and 
turbid waters of the Cowlitz; Rivdr 
for the victims who were drowned 
when the Kelso. Suspension Bridge, 
built in 191S. cdfllapscd last night. 
More thau twenty are believed to have 
lost their lives when the sudden crash 
of the bridge carried about a hundred 
pedestrians, a truck and ten automo-: 
biles into the surging and swollen 
waters of 'the Cowlitz,, which .runs 
south of Mount Rainier Park to a 
point several miles ' south-east of 
Seattle. The bridge connected East 
and West Kelso. It crashed during the 
peak load when workmen were home­
wards bound from the Long Bell Com­
pany’s plant. A log jam had weakened 
it. Nearby is a new steel bridge now 
;under construction, which was ■to be 
opened next month. The cries of an­
guish from the drowning were pitiful 
and the community was frantic.' Many 
are believed to be pinned in the twisted 
wreckage. The water liiains w^re car- 
ried out, leaving the town without its 
water supply. One report says that 
the bridge • collapsed beneath the 
weight of a traffic jam caused by a 
stalled automobile.
At a meeting of tomato growers held' 
in the Mission Creek School House ioik 
Wednesday, Doc. 27th, at vvhich fority- 
two growers were present, a Provisi^U'* 
al Committee was appointed to take 
proliniinary steps for the formation o f 
a ' Tomato Growers Associatioq/liy 
getting in touch with other dfstricts;.. 
drawing Up a constitution, conimunica'- 
ting with the Fruit Growers’ Comihit- 
tec and getting information necessary 
for the establishment of the proposedil 
body. The main object of the associa­
tion will be to look'after the interests, 
of tomato growers and to act as a m.cd-'^ 
iuiq between the grow’crs and the c a n - ' - 
nefs or shippers. V
A further; meeting will be hcldliiix 
the'Board of Trade Hall, Kelownaqpni 
Tuesday, Jan. 9th, at 10 a.m., to wl(i'cU 
all tomato growers in B. C.. are 'in­
vited. If all districts from Kamloops-. 
to the boundary, line w ill  send delc- 
gafes, and all growers stick together,, 
it̂  is lioped that, something may be ac­
complished that will put tomato grow­
ing :upoii a more solid basis.. “
The price at which tomatoes can;bc: 
grown with reasonable profit should, 
be settled, and then the canners should: 
give that price. Changing and fixing:', 
the price as late in the season os pos­
sible is unfair and unsatisfactory.
All the growers at the meeting last', 
week signed up to belong to the new 
association. The general tone of _ the- 
meeting was most reasonable, and if  
the canners will be. as reasonable* afpo, 
there will probably be less friction? in. ' 
the.future.  ̂ -
H, LYSONS, t
Chairman, pro tern., ]
Kelowna, B. 3iC»,
The Kelowna Board of Trade 
issuing an appeal to residents of the 
city to offer sleeping accommodation 
to those of the visiting delegates , to 
the forthcoming B. C. Fruit Growers 
Convention, who will not be able to 
secure same at the hotels. It is ex­
pected that at least fifty visitors to 
Celowna during the time of the con­
vention Will find it impossible to se­
cure rooms in the local hotels, and the 
Board is very anxious that all those 
who are able and willing to help in 
this matter will send in their names 
to the Secretary of the Board of Trade 
as soon as possible, so that all the de­
legates to the convention will have a 
pleasant recollection of their stay in 
our city.
:-L___
PREM IER OLIVER ON
GET-RICH-QUICK METHODS
‘ VICTORIA, Jan. 4,—Canada has a 
bad reputation in many of the money 
markets because of the large number 
of industrial failures that have taken 
place as the result of questionable 
■financing methods. Premier John 
Oliver declared last night when add­
ressing an audience of five hundred 
business men gathered to formally 
open the new quarters of the Chamber 
of Commerce.
“The trouble is that too many peo­
ple in this country want to get rich 
quick,” said the Premier. “They want 
to sell ideas rather than products of 
toil. They load up their companies 
with watered stock and fictitious capi­
tal, and I am not going to mince mat­
ters when I tell you that the financing 
of some of our industrial enterprises 
constitutes one of bur most dangerous 
menaces.”
VERDICT OF JURY IN :
STREET CAR WRECK:.
Due To Ignorance Of Railway Signals; 
On Part Of Motorman
VANCOUVER, Jan. 4.—At the in­
quest held here yesterday upon tlltr ■ 
bodies of Alexander McDonald and: 
R. J. Duthie, who met their death 
the disastrous collision on the night 
of Dec. 27th, when a B.C. Electric- 
Railway street car was run into by  
a Great Northern freight ’ train and! 
thirty-three people were injured in ad -̂ 
ditipn to those killed, the jury gave it , 
as their opinion that ignorance ,of‘ 
railway signals on the part of Motbr- 





COMMENCE NEXT W EEK
CALGARY, Jan. 4.—H. A. Sinnott,. 
chairman of Calgary School Board jia' 
1922 and one-time mayor of the city,, 
is under arrest here facing two char­
ges of misappropriation of funds plac­
ed in his hands as a barrister fo r  
investment. It is alleged that he con­
verted to his own uses $1,500 belonging 
to Mrs. J. C. Sullivan and $1,000 be­
longing to Samuel Harvey.
CHILDREN’S ENTERTAIN­
MENT GIVEN BY I.O .D .E .
"iCelowna’s Night School will be op 
cned up next Monday in the High 
School building at 7.30. There will be 
six courscs/bookkeeping, Mr. A. Ross; 
business English and commercial a 
rithmctic, Mr. C. W. Lccs, B.A., 
showcard writing, Mr. T. Trcadgold; 
carpentry and joinery, Mr. W. C 
Mitchell; dressmaking,"Miss Joo.eSj^f 
Arbuthnot & Jones; typewriting. Miss 
M. Moffatt, of the Water Rights De­
partment, a former pupil of the Sprott- 
Shaw Business Institute,' Ltd., Van­
couver. The fee for each of these 
courses will be, five dollars, vv'ith the 
exception of that for typewriting, which 
will bo ten dollars on account of it 
being necessary to incur considerable 
expense in , securing typewriting ma­
chines from the Coast. Phe classes 
will be held on Monday and Wednesday 
of each week, and judging by the ap­
plications coming in the attendance 
will be large and ihc Kelowna Night
The I.O.D.E. gave two successful 
entertainments for children last Sat­
urday afternoon in the Elks’ Hall. 
The first, which was for children un­
der twelve years of age, was attended 
by some sixty youngsters who spent 
a very enjoyable time,- from three to 
six o’clock, in playing various children’s 
games. They were liberally supplied 
with ice cream, cookies and other 
good things and regretted that their 
part of the festivities did not last lon­
ger. Good rrvusic was provided by Miss 
Davidson and Master Billy Knowles. 
At 7.30 a dance for the older children 
was held, about one hundred being 
present, and was kept up tilP midnight. 
Suitable dance music was played by 
Miss B. Burtch, Mr. W. Parker,. Mr. 
C. Dc Mara, piano, and Messrs. E. 
Raymcr and G. Roweliffe, drums.
O’HEARN IS CANDIDATE
IN HALIFAX
HALIFAX, Jan. 4.—Hori. J. W. 
O’Hcarn, Attorney-General of Nova 
Scotia, was unanimously chosen here 
last night by the Liberal convention 
to contest the provincial by-clcction 
for the Halifax scat rendered vacant 
by the retirement of Hon. H. E. l-'iun, 
School can look forward to a prosper-1 subsequently elected to the House of 
ous and useful future. _ ' Commons.
Mr. J. W. Anderson left Wednesday 
for Quesncl Dam upon receipt of the 
news that his son W'alkcr was ill a t 
Cedar Creek mining camp, .
Parties and entertainments have- 
been the vogue during the holiday sea­
son and there is little of general in­
terest report. The immediate topic 
of conversation at the present -time is 
the coming visit of Aaron Sapiro. Wcr 
arc all interested, but’ there arc some- , , 
growers not necessarily residing ini 
Rutland for whom, we would like to* 
reserve special scats iti the ‘-‘bald-head­
ed row" at the lunpress on Thursday 
evening I
The Presbyterian annual Clirkstmas: 
entertainment \vas held in the church, 
oh Wednesday evening last. A short 
programme was given, followed by the: 
playing of various games. “ Sautaa 
Claus” distribu'.cd candies, etc., fronh. 
the Christmas tree to all present. The 
following -uas the programme: Chor- 
u.s, hy four little girls, Jessie Camp- * 
bell, Josephine Armstrong, Verna. B a i- ' 




, A report of tlic N c^ Year's 










P E T T IG R E W
JEWKLLEK
BOY SCOUTCOLDIHN
Troop Firetl Self Laatl
Edited by “Pioneer.”
2nd January, 19231
Orders by eoiuniand for week ending 
11th January, 1923.
Duties: Orderly Patrol for week, 
Wolves next for duty, Owls.
Parades: The weekly parades of thoj 
Troop will be resumed on Monday, 
th e ‘8th inst., in the Scout Hall, at| 
7.1S p.m.
All hands arc now on deck for tlic{ 




natipnal campaign of advertising an«| 
of trade promotion to increase the con­
sumption of citrus fruits. To handle 
the business in California the Ex­
change is organized with executive, 
sales, traffic, statistical, auditors, ad­
vertising, legal, field and other depart- 
ments necessary to handle a large 
business.
In 1919, the Exchange growers sold
(From all address delivered in 1919 by seventy-five million dollars’ worth of 
the late Mr. G. Harold Powell, | citrus fruits to the wholesale trade.
General Manager, {California 
Fruit Growers Exchange)
which returned fifty-five millions to 
California. The cost of the Exchiiiigc, 
including that of the District Ex- 
I change, sales service, was 5.2 cents
‘ti
is the best in town, and shoUld have 
the best and most comfortable
B A B Y  C A R R I A G E
' ? r 
1 .
i lF
W e have received a consignment 
of English Carriages that are 
durable, comfortable and beautiful
Prices arc Reasonable. Please call and see them
Kelowna rorniture Co
The Home of the Victor Records
.....................— - -------- = = SSSS£/.
. '— ■— -------u -------------
M A SO N S' SUPPLIES
H A R D  a ^ n d  S O F T
COAL
I  The citrus industry of California represents an investment of 225 million I per box, or 1.04 per cent of the dcliv- 
dollara. For a period of twenty-five cred value, In adilition, there was in­
years the growers have co-operated vested in national advertising and 
in the distribution and marketing of trade promotion onc-hulf million doll- 
their crops' and in the last ten years ars, making a 'to ta l sales and adVer- 
also in many phases of production, in tising expense of 1.62 per cent of the 
fruit handling, in the purchase of or- delivered value of the fruit. Due to 
chard and packing house supplies, in the increased volume of business liati- 
thc protection of their groves against died; the Exchange selling cost, iiiclud- 
discascs, insects or frost, in the own- ing advertising, was lower in 1919 than 
ership of timber lands and the ntanu- ten years ago
Facturc of boxes, and in the conversion During the last sixteen years, there 
3f low grades of fruit into by-products, has been returned to California 
The 10,000 growers of the Califor- throufeh the Exchange $317,000,000. 
lia Fruit Growers Exchange own the The losses from all causes during this 
:radc-mark under which their better dmc in dealing with 2,500 or more 
:ruit is sold, and they have invested wholesale merchants have been ap- 
norc than two and a half million dol- proxiniatcly $8,000, or 1-400 of 1 per 
ars in national advertising in the last cent of the f.o.b. returns, 
wclvc years to increase the consump- The Fruit Growers Supply Company 
ion of citrus fruits. They haVc co- The Fruit Growers Supply Gom- 
ipcratcd with the wholesale and retail pany,^which handles the purchases of 
rade in the development of better orcha'rd and packing house supplies 
iiethods of fruit merchandising; with for the Exchange growers, owns 65,- 
he state, and national governments 000 acres of timber lands and operates 
n the establishment of better methods mills and factories for lumber and 
»f production and fruit handling; and box making. It has an authorized 
Yith the railroads in securing a better capital stock of $1,500,000, which it is 
crvicc and a better type of refrigera- increasing to $4,000,000, owned and 
or car. contributed exclusively by the mem-
That you may visualize the extent bers. It has the same board of dir- 
f the co-operative movement among ectors as . the Exchange.
Falifornia citrus fruit growers, I will In 1919, the Fruit Growers Supply 
riefly outline the California Fruit Company transacted a business of 
Irowers Exchange, which has been $6,200,000 in packing house and or- 
successful business institution for chard supplies at an operating cost of 
venty-five years, and will then present $1.10 per $100.00 of value on purchas- 
jme of the fundamentals that may es, and after paying 6 per cent on the 
e emphasized as a result of the ex- capital invested, refunded $525,000 to 
ericnce of this association of grow- its members in proportion to the pur­
's. I chases of each. The Exchange grow-
Exchange «wn 1,350,000,000 feet of virgin. 
...ahforma Fru t  G owers g timber, purchased at pre-wai* prices
The California Fruit Growers Ex- The growers will have two modern 
hange is a non-capital, non-profit sawmills and box factories with a 
isociation of 10,000 growers of citr capacity of 125 million feef annually,
IS fruits, which provides the facilities which will take care of their present 
rough which their fruit may be sold I annual requirements.
cost to the wholesale trade. There _ _ _  ' . '
e 202 associations of growers in the Insurance On Packmg Houses
xchange, representing three-fourths The Exchange members carry insur- 
the citrus fruit of the State. An arice on the packing houses and their 
sociation builds a packing-house, contents under a mutual indemnity 
irvests the fruit of its members, compact at a cost of hot more than 
sembles it in the packing house and 25 per cent of insurance under the old 
ere grades and packs it in accord- line insurance rates, and they have 
ce with the rules of the Exfchange. formed co-operative associations for 
le cost of the packing houses varies the manufacture and sale of lemon 
)m $20,000' to $250,000 or more, and orange by-products at cost. It 
lese associations are financed, by the also carries industrial accident, total
That Straw Is In
G e t  s o m e ;  y o u r  h e n s  w i l l  l i k e  i t
C lover Hay  
Alfalfa H ay  
Tjimothy H ay  




Meat Scraps  




P h o n e s .— F e e d  S to re , 29; Office, 37
THE I. R. WATKINS CO. PMDUCTS
S p i c e s ,  F l a v o r i n g  E x t r a c t s ,  R e m ­
e d i e s ,  S o a p s ,  P e r f u m e s ,  e t c .
Always on hand at
KEIOWNA BOOK ANO RECKRO EXCHANffi
yFOR'^ALE—Some good prints and engravings; paAir of 
military prism binoculars; large cougar sldn; allfvery  
reasonable.
W ANTED—Table Gramophone and Records.
20-lc
W m . HAUG SO N




K e l o w n a  S a w  M i l l  C o .  L t d .
on all kinds of rousrh and* dressed
LUMBER
A  good stock o t  d ry  Shiplap. Also
N o .  I  a n d  N o .  2  S h i n g l e s
of 16 to 13.
Mr. Rodney C. Wood, traveller, Cen­
tral African pioneer, big game hunter, 
naturalist and Boy Scout Leader, who 
took the training camps for Scout 
Officers last year, has been secured to 
carry on these camps every year. This 
will be, of tremendous benefit to 
Scouting in Canada.
Nelson, B. C., boasts of two Scout 
Troops with one pack of Wolf Cubs, 
consisting'of a total of 111 Scouts and 
Cubs.
Second Harold Dore, who is ^ow a 
member of the Revelstoke Troop, 
spent Christmas with his parents in 
Kelowna,
We regretted to lose just before 
Christmas, Scout Orville Winter, who 
left for Grand Forks, B. C., to join his 
parents, who had already preceded him 
there. He was transferred to our 
Troop from the Souris (Manitoba) 
Troop over two years ago and we 
shall much miss his bright and cheer­
ful disposition. We send our best wish­
es after him for his future success and 
happiness in his new home.
growers and are operated exclusively disability and death insurance on its
for them. They are managed by a employees without cost the latter, 
board of directors through a salaried Principles Of Cp-operatibn
m nager. As a r ult of the twenty-five years
The ssociations of a community | of co-oper tive experience, certain
KELOWNA W OLF CUBS
on hand
Coast Fir Finishing Material cf the best grade, nothing better ̂ 
manufactured. The price and quality will sun you. Try - us. We 
guarantee satisfaction.
The Kelowna Sawmill Co.
L IM IT E D
D. LLOYD JONES, - Prealdent. /
Sections A and B of the Cubs will 
hold their usual parades on Wednes- 
da3’- next. We have room for just one 
more recruit in the Pack, after which 
the register will be closed to new com­
ers until late in the spring. We start 
the new year with more Cubs on the 
roll than ever before in Kelowna, with 
better meeting quarters, and with more 
good friends ready to help us. What 
shall we do with this year? To every 
boy it will brjng the opportunity of at 
least 365 good turns, and as many 
more as his better nature will permit 
him to do. We do not wish you to 
think of the Cubs as those who learn 
to tie knots and gain various badges, 
but rather as a band of boys who have 
promised to “Do their best’’ under all 
circumstances.
There is one occasion each year up­
on which we have noticed each boy 
does his best almost' unconsciously, 
and that is the Bun Feed ! This raises 
rather a vexed question. Arc we to 
celebrate again this year or feast on 
the memories of those we have had in 
the past ? So many mothers have ask­
ed concerning this event, and offered 
their help, that we hesitate before re­
fusing such kindly assistance, How- 
j ever, we shill have made up our rhinds
federate into a on-profit District Ex 
change with a director from each. The 
Di tr ct Exch nge Se s as a clearing 
house b tween the associati s and 
the Califo nia Fruit Growers Ex­
change in handling the marketing 
p oblerns , of the associations. Ther  
are wenty of these District Exchanges. 
T  business of each is handled 
through a manag r.
The Cal fornia Fruit Growers Ex­
change is a non-capital, non-profit 
associatio  form d by th  District Ex­
changes, with a director representing 
each District Exchange. T re are 
therefore twenty directors for the Ce ­
tral Exch nge.
The California Fruit Gr wers Ex­
change furnishes th  facilities through 
which the ruit of the  ̂growers is sold 
oh a deli red basis excep  i  a few 
“pocket” markets. It pl ces exclus­
ive, salaried agents in the principa 
markets of the United States, Canada 
and in some foreign countries, through 
whom the fruit is sold to the wholesale 
trade. It owns and control the trade
mark “Sunkist,” under which the high 
cr grades of fruit are sold. It. gathers 
daily information of the conditions 
in each market affecting the sale of 
citrus fruits and distributes it in bulle 
tin form to the associations, thereby 
giving instant information to the mem­
bers for guidance in their daily, dis 
trihution. It collects the money for 
the fruit sold and transmits it to the 
District Exchange, .takes care of liti­
gation arising from the sale of fruit, 
handles all claims, develops new mar­
kets, co-operates with the wholesale 
and retail trade through dealer ser 
vice work in developing the best methr 
ods of salesmanship, and conducts a
by next week, and shall be glad if, in 
the meantime, any suggestions you 
have to offer arc handed in. With fifty 
hoys to supper vve have to think in 
terms of car-load lots, and shall ap­
preciate the co-operation of the ladies 
who have handled these trying occas­
ions before 1 ,
There will be an Investiture Cere­
mony about the ertd of the month, 
when the Tenderfoot Badges will be 
given out. To those who have not yet 
passed this test-—Hurry'  ̂ up I .
fundamental p inciples have  de­
veloped by the citrus fruit growers, 
which may be worth while setting 
forth. ,
HE QUESTIONS W HICH AF­
FECT THE STABILITY AND 
PERMANENTLY SUCCESSFUL 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE FRUIT 
INDUSTRY CAN ONLY BE 
WORKED OUT BY THE PROD­
UCERS CO-OPERATIVELY. They 
will not be s lved by any one else, 
because no one but the pr ducer has 
a primary, vital inter st in production. 
They can not be solved by n individ­
ual producer.
The progress that has been made in 
every question affecting the production 
of citrus fruits—such as th  cheape  
purchase of supplies, th  community 
protection against insect pests, com­
munity frost protection, the economi­
cal harvesting and handling of the 
fruit, the establishment of a'citrus fruit 
experiment station by the Stat Uni­
versity—has resulted exclusively, from 
initiation and co-operation of producers 
Those who handle t e gro ers’ pro­
duct for them sometimes follow—they 
cannot lead in the progress of a  in­
dustry. Their interest in the p obl ms 
of production is secondary.
The problem of distributing and mar­
keting a rapidly increasing crop, such 
as equitable national distribution, the 
development of new markets, and ef­
fective national advertising, can be 
handled by producers co-operatively, 
and by them alone.
Twenty years ago, when the rapidly 
increasing citrus fruit crop was left in 
the hands of individual buyers, either 
local or distant, the marketing coll.-ipscd 
because the buyers could not take a 
risk when the crop was large and the 
distribution not co-ordinated. The in­
dustry’s problem was met only when 
the producers systematized the distri­
bution of their own fruit, eliminated 
speculation from its- purchase and dis­
tribution, established their own sales 
offices, and sold their products to the 
wholesale trade in the territory where 
the fruit was to be consumed. The 
delivered system of .selling replaced
A  YEAR AGO
On December the 17th we opened our New Store. 
W e have had a very successful year; we also had 
a most siiccessfiil Christnoas trade this ytor, even 
much better than last year, and this has made us 
feel that our SERVICE and QUALITY of goods 
has been appreciated by our Patrons.
W e appreciate your patronage, and will take this 
opportunity to. Heartily Thank you one and all 
and wish you a very Happy and Successful New  
Year.
FOR THE BEST — GO TO
Phone 25 Opposite Palace Hotel
Phone 298 P. O. Box 351
D. CHAPMAN
Motor Haulage Contractor
M otor Trucks for every kind of hauling 
Furniture and P ianos moved w ith care
Speedy, Comfortable Pneum atic Truck 
for Picnics, etc.
r C AR S FO R  h ir e :
Large and Comfortable Cars for H ire 
at any time. D A Y  OR N IG H T
Chapman’s Barn La'vcrrenceA venue




(Continued on Page J'l
CAR LO AD  O F GLASS
W e have just received a carload of Glass 
from England, 30,000 square feet. You 
get the advantage of lower prices. 
STORM W INDOW S soon pay for their 
cost in the saving of coal and pay big 
dividends in the way of comfort.
Sash, Doors, Fir Veneer and Mill work
S. M. SIMPSON




/TItURSDAY, IfHARY 4 ^  t m T H E  KBLOWIVA qO U RlBR AND OKANAGAN ORCHABD18T
Friday an Saturday
SPE:ia l
TH E CORPORATION OP TH E 
CITY OP KELOWNA
I FIN ISH TH E  BIRDS
BEFORE m a r k e t i n g




(Experimental Farms Note) ,
At no time does it pay to market 
I poultry in an unflnislicd condition, and
PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE I to the policies of the forganijsation, who I 
IN CO-OPERATION I will abide by its rules and regulations,
and who will assume his share of its 
(Continued from Page 2) j responsibilities, may be admitted to




e a c h
1 V f/% aiffT lV T  A 'T ^ T /^ T V r O  speculative, f.o.b, method of salcM*’̂ *̂ “ member be permitted to with-
JuU Jp X X Xy^X^I I year, when the prices offered arc I which had brought the induBtry to from the organization should hc[
unusually low, this applies more than I state of bankruptcy aiid  ̂with the spec-1 become dissatisfied, provided his with-
. . .  pbitivc element at the point of produc- ‘•‘■“wal is in accordance with the by-1 
With the low prices, thin birds willjtion cltminatcd, the growers have beenM^ws or contract provisions govcrriingl 
not bring enough to pay for the trou-1 able to keep the markets of the coun-1 withdrawals. No grower should be I 
bic of handling, to say nothing of the try evenly supplied. As a result it has h'®̂ *̂  permanently in a co-operative or- 







rQ M PD irnv
I EIGHTH DAY OF JANUARY, 19231
U Z I I M  S H K
W a te r  Strec
at 12 o clock nooi} for theV purpose of I Even if there was a ready market
of i „ r d , , i . a »  i,c»„ .!,«
:o C ream ery
ample, is now less than ten per cent volume of business to be traiis-
on the selling price, while the retailer’s I fbc approximate overhead cost
margin ip about 25 per cent. These "®ccssary to trans-
trade margins, which arc the lowest o f j“®* business in an orderly, ccono- 
thosc on any of the fruit crops, havcj*” '’'^  ̂ manner. But in the long run
tecs in the placi-8 of Mr.. Susan An.-| cost per. lb. than be" can produce'a I
clia Caldcr, Mr. George Campbell Lt,-,, Tm nflmr growers have furnished an even, depen- “*c only things which hold
Harvey and Mr. Charles McCarthy, f ‘” P‘hcr words the f i n i s h - , standard grades of ad- members together,
whose terms have expired, and also ohe ‘"K W  fl„. ft.,. I J' h uaru graucs oi aa i
the Muiiidpal Couiidl as Mayor atid, ,
Aldermen and also as Trustees on cape for several years, the fact remains 
I The Kelowna Board of School Trus- that one can produce a fat bird at less
¥i
III other words the "finish 
is, for the farmer, the cheapest 
person as Police Co'mmisdoncr in the I part in the production of the bird, and 
[place of Mr. George Rowcliffc, whose jf both fat and thin birds sold for the 
term has expired. , . same price (which is not the ease) it
uia?e'rsh"jSi''L”L 7 o r ,;r
The Candidates shall be nominated Experiments on crate fattemng con- 
ih writing; the writing shall be sub- ducted by the. Poultry Division, Ex-
vertised fruit to the 
they are to be sold.
markets where
Co-Operation And Standard Grades
Principles of ‘Organization
A co-operative organization is oliel 
in which the members form an agenej
No community can become known in I 
the markets of the country, aiid espec­
ially to the great consuming public, 
unless the fruit is^iandled, graded and
I f  you a re  
$14.80 a  t  
B tatt th e  Ni
^ared to  pay  
yo u r coal, 
ea r r ig h t  by
scribed by two voter's of the Munici- pcrimental Farm, Ottawa, furnish thc r^wo^fi^fi which they work out their packed under standard rulU '.nrl
o n ^ 'o w i n g  data. (See Report of Poul- Problems at cost without pro- lations and sold under -m -L,?,shall be delivered to the Returning Of- . o - \  , , fif fr, fh,. fU„ soiu unacr an assocm
fleer, together with the Declaration ̂ *^  ̂ Division, 1921) . Sixty cockerels . S y efits going I trade-mark brand, each local unit
K.. /: .i,,. •‘itf.. wr>rf. niif infr. f t i f t M n r r  I ' f n i ' n o  ( n r t  I tO tiic members in nrnnorfmn fr. fh,> I __ < . . , . . rc-proylded fpr_by Section 6 of the “Mu-[were put into feeding crates and fed | members in proportion to thejtaining its own local brand in addition
i 5 n g  “ G H p K  L U M P  " 
W este rn  Cafe H a rd e s t and  
m ost 8*^ble coal.
P R IN C E T C IS O O T L E S S ” 
L um p, $ n 4 g  
I .E T H B R l t ‘C H IN O O K " 
L um p, $14.| N u t, $ ll.6 0
tMPB^
W ATER S l |
OAL CO.
Phone 371
nicipal Elections Act Amendment Act, for three weeks; th e ^  birds wer> ,  ̂ . ----- ------ i i . < t u i ; - , u u r K  lo mentitv ihn n,. r ,
1917,'' at any turn* between the dateLycighed when put in and averaged cost being the same per unit for each of the fruit of the conunntiifv 
of '.he " r in a H o i  ' ! r r i « S "'»■ -  268 lbs. in all.|irreapcc.ivc of .he volume eon .ribu ,ed .|„ho ,esa .e t r c , a ^ , e a 7 ; ' r f L . T J l !
may be in form numbered 5 in the They were fed five different mixtures ___  ___ _
Schedule to the Municipal Elections Act (in order to determine the best) com-I ganization must be formed by the gro-|the quality required'bv liis
and.shall state the nariies, residence and posed of mash mixed with buttermilk, wers, managed by them, and the bene- The consuiTK'r I.i.vq
■it',” ' " ' '  z f ; , !  " rficient to identify such .^candidate; and ‘“s. of the milk. They ate 369 lbs. of of organization is not co-operative, and The trade-mark is the guarantee of 
in the event of a Poll being necessary, the meal and double that amount of if the term co-operation is applied, the the asqnriTfmn ii... „
such Poll, will be opened on the buttermilk a, n cos. of $10.22 and gain- public is misled as to its purpose. pubfc irreprcsom s r m T "  ,
ELEVENTH DAY OF JANUARY, en in liye weight 117 lbs., the dressed I A co-operative organization, to be jdard grade with various grades above 
1523 1 weiĝ ht̂  of the birds vvheii killed being j permanently successful, must be foun- the minimum representing the quality
” ded oil economic necessity. It must be of fruit of each community
composed exclusively of growers, and
|E D :-"  .
H a r d w s & I e r c h a n t s
AKeetsDctioneers ' .
m
interests of the two are not the same 
The grower’s primary interest is in the 
permanent prosperity of his investment:
T
W e w a^ public to  
come upffellis street 
before tSuy, we can 
s u ^ t h e m  >
L ots o^|s on Hollis 
street i|Just come 
along a^or yourself
at the Council Chamber, Bernard Av-
enue, Kelowna, B. C., of which ev- The birds upon going into the 
ery person is hereby required to take crate were worth on the market 15c 
notice and govern himself accordingly, $40.20. The price received
QUALIFICATIONS FOR MAYOR: for them when fatted was 25c per lb.
The Qualifications for a person to or a total of $87.00. With the cost of 
be Nptriinated for and Elected as May- feed deducted, there was an actual gain 
or are: _ _ v. I of $36.98. It took a trifle over 3 lbs.
, . That^such person is a British . sub-1 dry meal to make 1 Ib. of gain
years, wbo bas been for tbe six months flesh, and of the five ^ * < 0 0 8  used L,^^ speculator's is primaril
next.preceding the date of nomination the best results were secured from a ^  immediate bnsi-
and is registered in the Land Registry mixture of equal parts finely ground'
Office as owner o,f., lands: or .land a«d Lj^^g (hulls removed), corn meal and
improvements within the City pf Ke* I ^ound buckwheat, mixed with double lowna of the value as assessed on the f  ’ , - ,
last revised assessment roll of One the amount of milk. In this feed the 
Thousand Dollars or more, over andj eost of 1 lb. gain was 6.2, cents and 
above all registered judgments andUhe average gain per biyd in the three 
charges, or who is holder, of land with- 2.5 lbs.
in the City of, Kelowna, acquired by .  , ..t, *
him by agreement of purchase under These figures show that it pays to n  •
the “Soldiers’ Land Act” or the “Bet- crate feed. A feed cost of 8.7c made Capital m a Co-operative Orgam- 
,ter Housing Act’’ or the “Soldiers’ 2Sc worth of flesh and the finishing | .zation
Settlement Act, 191.7,’’
c , , ■ , . I An unadvertised local, or buyer’s,!
.t must be financed exclusively by ^ o -  brand may have been sold for .w en.; 
wers. None bas succeeded n. wb.ch years in a community and not be 
he growers and the buyer and specu- known to two per cent of the consum- 
lator arc joined together, because th e i r s  who have actuilly used tbe fruit
while a nationally advertised brand will 
be known to from thirty to fifty per 
cent of the consumers in the same com­
munity. Such has been the actual ex- 
perience of the association of citrus 
fruit growers selling under local
 ̂ , , . ....  . . .brands alone as compared with the
runs into the future is willing, or is m growers selling under the Sunkist
ness transactions. Only the man who 
owns the land and whose investment
a financial position, to make invest­
ments that safeguard the future of an 
industry.
brand with the local brand added. 
The Need of National Advertising
of the Uomni-1 value of the whole lot
change has no capital stock. I t  esti-
lon, or the “Soldiers’ Settlement Act,. _ . -
1919,” of the Dominion, and has paid a ISc per lb. quality to a 25c per
the sum of One Thousand Dollars or lb. quality. + *i, * u i • I t . ‘ -------
more upon the principal of the puf- For further information write the J” P®*" box or transactmg'| It widens the growers’ markets and
chase price under such agreement of division, Experimental Farm, annually, then levies an ar- produces a consumer demand which
Adyertising to the consumer is fun­
damental in increasing the consump­
tion of a rapidly increasing production 
The California Fruit Growers’ Ex-1 of fruit. I t  increases the per capita con­
sumption and deylops new consumers
purchase, and who js otherwise duly 
qualified as a municipal voter
QUALIFICATIONS 
FOR ALDERMAN
. The Qualifications for a Person, to 
be Nominated for and Elected as Al­
derman are the same except the pro­
perty qualifications which shall be of 
the assessed value of Five Hundred 
Dollars or more, over and above all 
registered judgments and charges, or 
having patid the sum of Five Hundre< 
Dollars or more upon the priAcipal o: 
the purchase price under agreement o 
purchase under the aforementioned
QUALIFICATIONS FOR 
POLICE COMMISSIONER
I The Qualifications for a Person to 
be Nominated for and Elected as Pol­
ice Commissioner are the same as 
I those above mentioned for Aldermen.
QUALIFICATIONS FOR 
SCHOOL TRUSTEE
The Qualifications for a Person to 
be Nominated for and Elected as a 
School Trustee are: ’
That such person is a British Sub­
ject of the full age of Twenty-one 
years, actually residing within the Ke­
lowna City School District and is and 
has been for the six months next pre­
ceding the date of nomination the re­
gistered owner, in the Land Registry 
Office, of lands or land and improve­
ments, within the Kelowna City School 
District, of the assessed value on the 
last revised Municipal Assessment Roll, 
of Five Hundred Dollars Or more, ov­
er and above all registered judgments 
and charges, and being otherwise qual­
ified to vote at an election of schoo’ 
trustees in- the said School District.
Given under my hand at Kelowna, 
B. C., this 26th day of December, 1922.
G. H. DUNN,
19-2c Returning Officer.
Ottawa, for Bulletin No. 88, “Prepar­
ing Poultry Produce for Market.”
F. C. ELFORD,
Dominion Poultry Husbandman, 
Central Experimental Farm, 
Ottawa.
W EATHER REPORT FOR
MONTH OF DECEMBER
Gejight an d  
Sold>nimission
j p f W .  : :






Will be held in the




To D iscuss Municipal A ffairs
19-2c
'ompiled by G. R. Binger, Observer)
ec. 1 Max. Min. Rain Snow 
Inches.
.......... . 34 31 s
................ 33 28
......35 . 26 s
..............  31 20
............ . 28 18
.............. 18 13 6.00
13 —1
...... . 13 2 3.00
...........:... 20 10
........... . 15 9 2.50
.:........... . . 9  ■—11
............. : 3 —3 •
.......... . 7 —2
..............  7 —6
..............  12 —3 V
.............. 9 2 S
........ 10 2
....:....... 2 3 8 3.00
.............. 29 . 20
.............. 36 28 S
.............. 42 30
.............. 40 38
........... ;.. 43 36
............. 45 36 .41
—■ — ——— * 44 35
........... 44 34
..............  48 35 .09
31
..............  42 29
........... . 35 27 -■
..............  33 29 • S
— ' — ^  ■ -----
bitrary assessment for the year. At the helps the jobber and the retailer, who 
end of each month it renders a bill to are primarily order takers, sell the 
each District Exchange for the num- fruit. It strengthens the relations be 
ber of boxes shipped during the month, tween the grower, the trade and the 
It does not take the marketing cost out consumer. I t ^akes it possible for the 
of the proceeds before returning them jobber and retailer to sell quicker at 
to the District Exchanps. At the end lower margins per turn over, and to 
of the year, a surplus, if one has been I give the consumer a product uniform 
accumulated, is pro-rated to the Dis- ly distributed at a lower cost of dis­
trict Exchanges on the basis of the tribution.
shipments of each. The Exchange xhe California Fruit Growers Ex- 
makes no profit, receives no dividends, ^|,ange will, spend
accumulates no surplus. more money per boxin advertising in 1920 to help the trade
Where a producers organization re-1 sell lemons to the consumer than will 
quires capital for the purchase of sup-1 be spent in selling the fruit to the
The advertising campaign ofplies or for other purposes, the Ex-1 trade.
change has worked out a plan by which 
the capital contribution of the stock-
the Exchange has extended over 
twelve-year period. The growers have







Walking along a main business street 
one day Pat noticed a little store, not 
much larger than an apartment house 
kitchen. Over the door of the store 
hung a service flag with thirty-eight 
stars. Pat looked at the flag and then 
looked at the store and couldn’t fig­
ure it out. The storekeeper happened 
to be standing in the doorway and Pat 
asked him:
Is this your service flag ? ”
‘Sure,” was the reply 
‘Why, you haven’t thirty-eight mem­
bers of your family in the service, have 
you ? ” .
“Oh, no 1 Those arc customers I 
lost.”—Boston Transcript.
tionate to their shipments by a revol­
ving fund into which the stockholders 
agree to pay a specified amount per box 
annually based upon their respective 
shipments. With the-money so contri­
buted an equivalent amount of the old­
est issued stock is purchased and trans­
ferred to the stockholders making the 
last contribution. The capital stock is 
revolved out every five or more years, 
depending on the cycle adopted. The 
grower contributes annually on the 
basis of his previous shipments, and 
receives a return of capital based on 
his shipments of five or more years 
previously. The capital contributed is 
paid 6 per cent interest, but no divi­
dends are paid to the the capital ex­
cept the interest rate.
The corporation is not formed for 
money making purposes. The capital 
is necessary to provide the facilities 
through which the members transact 
their business and both the benefits 
and capital contribution of the mem 
bers arc always kept proportional to 
the use which a member makes of his 
own facilities. American agriculture is 
full of the wrecks of farmers organiza­
tions that were formed as stock cor­
porations, with disproportional capital 
contributions of the members, with no 
way to retain the capital within the or 
ganization, or to keep it always pro­
portional to the shipments of the mcpi- 
jcrs. The revolving fund plan overr 
comes the objections to a capital stock 
corporation and provides a strictly de­
mocratic form of organization.
The Open Door To Square Deal
A co-operative organization should 
have an open door policy, i.e., one by 
which every grower who will conform
advertising more than two-and-one- 
half million dollars. They have estab­
lished a friendly, sympathetic good­
will on the part of the consumer and 
the trade towards the industry, and 
they have made the word “Sunkist” 
synonymous with good oranges. The 
Exchange growers value the goodwill 
in the name “Sunkist” at several mil­
lion dollars.
As a practical proposition, the nation­
al advertising costs the growers less 
than one per cent of the delivered va 
lue of the fruit. The Exchange grow­
ers have become one of the largest na 
tional food advertisers and, this has 
been made possible by the co-opera­
tive efforts of ten thousand growers, 
organized into 202 local associations 
Had a f6w of the associations attemp­
ted a campaign of national advertising 
under different trade-marks the over 
head cost would have , been prohibitive 
and the effect scattering. National ad­
vertising can bie made effective only 
where a volume of friiit is brought to­
gether under a trade-mark in sufficient­
ly large volume to make uniform na­
tional distribution possible.
There has been no single factor that 
has Strengthened the California Fruit 
Growers Exchange amopg its members 
as much as its national advertising. 
The growers have a pride and an in­
vestment in the trade-mark “Sunkist.” 
That makes the enforcement of the 
grading rules comparatively easy. They 
have a pride in putting out a good 
product. They -place “Sunkist” signs 
on their packing houses and on their 
groves. ’̂An association that deliber­
ately breaks the rules quickly falls in-
(Continued on Page 6)
FAGS THREE
A
All of the year round our prices are low, honest 
prices^
B ut now thiere is an honest reason whiy we have 
R E D U C E D  pur P R IC E S. W e would rather sell 
our winter clothes and furnishings for very much 
less, than keep them a whole year.
We still have a big stock of splendid winter 
goods— but we w on’t h ave; them long. People 
know our clearance sale means B IG  B A R G A IN S  
and they will snap them up fast.
D on’t delay—come early.
Wear our good, “ Nifty ” Clothes.
See our window for prices.
ANG US McMi l l a n
T he R eal Store For M eii A nd Y oung Men
TH E
KELOWNA-PENTICTON STAGE
Established May, 1920, by E. A. Agur.
W^hat the Service Means to 
You in Time and Dollars
Here are facts which you should know.
Figure up cheir Value to you in your Business.
First.—You can take the KELOW NA-PENTICTON  
STAGE at 9.00 a.m., which connects with the K. 
V. Ry. Westbound train at West Summerland, and 
arrive in Vancouver at 11.00 p.m; the same day.
A saving in time of at least eleven hours.
Second.— T̂he fare to West Summerland via the Kelowna- 
Pentictbn Stage is $3.10. Railway fare from West 
Summerland to Vancouver is $9.75.
By far the cheapest route to the Coast.
Third.— DEPENDABILITY. The Kelowna - Penticton 
Stage operates a daily service—Sundays excepted 
—which is unexcelled in the valley for punctuality.
Fourth.—COMFORT. 7-passenger McLaughlin car, equip­
ped for winter travel with heaters, snug-fitting 
curtains and warm rugs.
Phone 376-R3 or inquire at hotels for further information. 
SERVICE COURTESY EFFICIENCY  
Special Trips arranged for Sundays
STOCKWELl’S NEW STORE
I AM OFFERING
G R O C E R IE S
AT
Money Saving Prices
In fact, selling good fresh goods at the 
lowest possible prices, and I wish to con­
vey to you that I will not be undersold 
by any one. It only needs a few minutes 
spent in my store to convince you of the 
fact. It pays to pay cash and make all 
the savings you possibly can.
SEE MY W INDOW  FOR SOME OF THE PRICES
J. G. STO CK  W ELL
ELLIS STREET Phone 410
The police authorities of Rome have 
decided to use. bombs in dealing with 
crowds. This plan, while thorough, is 
not so tactful as the method of dis­
persing the crowd by taking a collec­
tion.—Fbnch.
Visitor^ (from the home o(.bascball) 
“Well, I’m glad I’ve seen cricket; I’vc
seen St. Paul’s and the Abbey, and. 
they arc good goods. Blit, when it, 
comes to hush and the subdued atmos- 
phcrc, old cricket's got ’em beat.”—
Punch.
L.-,. m
jy 8^ J,. lilMBlB
’ -  -NPlr ' M 4 t,
1 .  •
PAQI& FOUR
T H E  KBLOWWA COURIER AND OKAHAOA^ Q K tH A B PlST
Professional & T rapes
D R . J .  w; H . SHEPIIEBD
’ ]!>ENTXflT' ■ M '
Cor. Ponjijaal St. and $.awrenco Avo,
«■> y//<>
I:
NORRIS &  MiiWILLIAMS
b a r r is t e r s , s o l i c i t o r s ,
NOTARIES PUBLIC
 ̂JucccBSora tr **•
RowcUffo Block.
(S ccess rs to %  r*-----  -V. . Kelowna, B.C.
.  RAE G. RITCHIE
BARftlSTER, SOLICITOR, 
n o t a r y  PUBLIC 
WilHiiii Block Kelowna, B. C.
T he bonvenicnce and com fpr 
of a well ligh ted  hom c.docs no t 
necessarily m ean pig  ligh t pm s 
b u t the co rrect lam p.m  the pro- 
1 -^ - nt-,» rlruwinL'’per place. E vehings are  draw ing 
out, look oyer the  lam ps and m ake 
your! replacem ents NOW*: T
ixfill i înoti DC in cftcctiyUUl ' .Z V  . .rr i.new'' rates tvill i o n he i  effect, 
take advantage of them-T-brigh 
ten up. •' ■
EDISON MAZDA LAMPS
, AND
Olfanaoan O rc lia rd ls t.
Owned and Edited by 
' G. C. ROSE.
Circulation, 1,200
O r c h a r d  R u n
TH O M S O N  &  c o r e
I H E R B E R T  V. CRA IG
j BARRISTEI^AT-L^
j s o l i c i t o r , n o t a r y  p u b l i c




MRS. A. J .  PBUCRARD
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M., § i l« r  Medal-
c a ..™ . Krfowna. B. C.
MISS AMY BURNE
A.T.C.M. SIngInK ^  A.T C.M Plano
Pupil of Mr. Ernest Seitz
LESSONS
| e 1 5 m b c r l ^ S ' V S " s ' " l p | |
Phone 177.
B U Y  , ^ ,
**Insufance that insures beryice 
r From ^
C. G. BUCK - Kelowna. B. C-
PHONE 216
t h e  KEIOWNA PLUMBING 
m d  SHEET METAL WORKS
w . G. SCOTT. Proprietor - 
Phones: Bus. 164 Re»*
p. O. Box 22
Phone 342
COMMUNITY PLATE
f  IIF K f  I n u /iy  A f  rtlIR IER  1 conditions. The 1 ^ u t-sS ^ n ay  be examined andl i l t  fcCLUlf WA W lIKitM  ^oiild sccTh to have been framed ^  ^ elated to be laid
spare these former soldiers of the King befpre .
fJom financial loss, : L ”  on tW Bub/ect will
profitless hard work, but it . j ; ,„ccting, there is little
_____________ _ , t r i n s i c  soundness of the country and plisbcd. ..... w-ilcr rifjbts is
THURSDAY, JANUARY ^th. J ^ |  t i ^ ! : t t ° l l s 7 S ° u  to m^Ue
T f  - . s f ; ;  s  s i i -
" F r  officers in the Imperial Army honsion of the -hole sul^^ct.^ The
, k a n a g a n  NUTS
wears chasc-mc socks and shoots its ^  thousand officers in India arc con- dicates that
linen and feeds mostly upon cigarettes, retirement, a thing that legislation have no very < chmtc policy
nor the pitifully sdd kind thiit the fro - fro.itecl^ wUh^ „ot have and know whut tluur
vincial Government keeps «ndcr » 1 ^ number of years, and no means final. There arc y f
cvolcnt restraint for the general R opd,^  ^  intended to make military ranchers who w«n «ot ^
but real nuts off trees; big, fat, 1̂,,.;̂  Hfe-work are suddenly that they know little or ^
sweet and nutty nuts full "rittmcss J o n  to make a new start. Some the provisions of the
and meatiness. Here is yet another , .Ugge-officers have served sufficient- clwrs arc thoroughly dissatis 
resource for our wonderful Okanagan,  ̂ pen- fhe present state bf ^
something that gives promise of a | —j, receive a large arc jierplcxcd and uncertain about t c
steady revenue to supplement that « • ^ retirement as compeii- way improyement m a r
which is received from fi:uit and to otf^ . ^hey to do ? If they Fresh admniistrativc diffitultics arc
.C  .ho rather trying ^  Columbia, are co..sta.t.iy Arising ami tĥ ^̂  ̂ °
apple crops and prices.  ̂ they to be shoo’d away, because it is be dealt with by ^hc f  .
It is due to the enterprise of Mr. they i, Mi'll thev will the way that seems best suited to deal
David Gellatly. of Gellatl,!. that it has P - u - c d ^  , ,  tfiey arise, but often
been demonstrated beyond doubt that fail as settlers r ones without any reference to any definite
nuts of various kinds can be grown On the contrary, ^  Undoubtedly there is great con-
succcssfully in the Okanagan Galley, among tr^succccV The foolish the fusion and uncertainty; undoubtedly 
and he ferceccs the day When nut en - ^  „ „
tnre will »;Vory
: L ' 7 U S : 2 ;  g e 'n S y “ o the nt ‘he eiear th m y ,.  type, ready,
aame hellet he has given very s.rihing a n ^ -^ P jn h . %  the _eaPcn
proof the finality ô  the niff s he possess, cash capi-
grows himself by filling an ordy  ^nd an assured annual income fromfifty pounds' of walnuts for seed pur- tal and an assured aiinu  ̂ ^
poses; on Dee. 21, horn a nursery | pens.on or pnya.e f“nds. S „ f
THUfiSDAY> .4lth, itog
W H E k E
bJ® c a s h  V
dF BEATS  
CR ED IT
n iM O ttO N
jjj H e r e ’s  t h e  B i g  S a l e  E b n t  y o u  J* 
h a v e  b e e n  w a i t i n g  f o r —|e  c l e a r -  ■*
t r  .  W e ,> n r. ivjr________I i_ _
3" a n c e  o f  A L L  1 9 2 2  a n d i s e ,
S e v e n  t h a t  a r r i v i n g  o r t l y  h t  w e e k  ig ,
JS Your Big Chance  ̂Save
j«  W e  w a n t to  s ta r t  1923 w ith  a in S la te
noses on ec. 21, trom a nursery ^
K ^ in d h e  statejoi Connec.icnt.yFor
In ADAM, p a t r i c i a n  g*  
a n d G R O S V E N O R  
P A T T E R N S  




Table Spoons and Din-_ 
ner Forks ........2- .- ..-  $8.0P
Flat . Dessert Knives .... $8.?5
Flat Dinner Knives .... $8.50
Also the latter in
s t a i n l e s s  s t e e l
j these he received 35 cents per pound 
Waste ebrners can be. utilized for 
nut trees, provided the soil is reason­
ably good and the necessary moisture 
available, and hardy walnuts can be 
planted to advantage instead of ordin­
ary shade trees. Little pruning or 
spraying is required, and the hardy 
varieties which have been tested in 
the Okanagan withstand the winter 
I without injury. Most of the walnuts 
suited to this latitude are fairly rapid 
groivers and come into bearing when 
from four, to six years; old. The fin­
ancial returns are satisfactory, having 
regard to the amount of time and care 
required, and the trees are long-lived. 
So that, all in all, nut culture looks 




- -----  . *'\
^ VERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
'Ouarrvi IK and Cut Stone Co*t- 
tractors, Monuments, Tombstones 
and General Cemetery Work._ 
Designs and Prices tnay be ob 
tainedfrom R. Minns, Local Agent
KELOWNA DAIRY CO.
F. W. GROVESM. C&n. Soc. C. E.̂
Consulting Civil and Hydraubc 
Engineer. B. C. Land Surveyor
Surveys and Reports on Irrigation WorksApplications for Water uic^ses
KELOWNA, B. C.
W hen  the  opportun ity  p re ­
sen ts itself to  you to  g e t clean 
milk, Avhy not do so ?
W^t offer you m ilk which has 
gone th rough  a process, w hich 
cleans it  of all im purities, th u s  
helping to  safeguard  health . 
P H O N E  151
ABBOTT & McDOUGALL
B. C. LAND SURVEYORS AND 
CIVIL ENGINEERS 
Hewetson Sc Mantle Block 
KELOWNA
POUND NOTICE
jsA PIR O  COMES
I The advisability of securing the as- 
sistanee of that wizard of co-operative 
organization, Aaron Sapiro, to place 
the badly listed and leaky ship of the 
Okanagan fruit industry once more 
upon an even keel was mooted some 
two months ago, and the Provincial 
Government was approached for fin­
ancial aid, which was promised but 
I the Minister of Agriculti^e, declined to 
commit himself to the selection of any 
one man, so that the matter hung fire 
for a time, and it is apparently due to 
the generosity and enterprise of a Van­
couver publication, “Farm and Home, 
that the necessary expenses have been 
provided for and Mr. Sapiro has been 
induced to pay a flying visit to the 
Okanagan. The arrangements were 
[made upon such short notice that the 
Valley papers could not be utilize 
I to advise growers in advance, and such 
publicity as has been given has been 
by means of posters and bills.
Mr. Sapiro s p e a k s  tonight in the 
E m p r e s s  Theatre here and will un
ance against bad years that would en­
able them to withstand misfortune 
without the necessity of mortgaging 
their property, and therefore a far bet­
ter chance to succeed than a farrher of 
wider " experience but no cash resour-
' t ■
CCS. ■
Surely the resolution is not hopeless 
of the future. If prospects arc to re­
main so dark and dreary, then the 
Okanagan is no better place for its 
present inhabitants than for ex-army 
officers, and we might as well all 
clear out without delaj‘. But a goo( 
country cannot be kept down per­
manently or for very long, and this 
IS a g6od country. Let the man that 
saith “Nay 1 ” take up his bed and 
walk. Soil, sunshine, water—-we have 
them all, and the" market problem wil 
be solved.
In a very short time these two thou­
sand desirable settlers will be scat­
tered to the four quarters of the globe. 
Are we to get our share of them, or 
are we to repel them by a policy 




(Continued from Page 1)
I Notice is hereby given, under S e c - l a r g e ,  sympathetic 
tion 20 of the “Pound attentive audience, yet some there
.  , ,S O n o  h a v  c r c l d - 1 a  f f . o l i n D '  o f  d l s a D D O i n t m c n t ,d e V ro n  'ieTt'sho^^^^^  ̂ have a feeling of disappoint ent.
ing. brand invisible; were impounded'* ---- - -----•- -
• • Kir'tTif* imdersicrnca
THE GREAT WEST LIFE 
ASSURANCE COMPANY
ti , ur a m isiuit, v..i, -----
■n the Pound kept by the undersigned 
bn Glenmore Rianch, Glenmore, on the 




th at is  good in
LIFE INSURANCE
For full particulars ap- 
ply to
CHARLIE FOWLER
^ D is tr ic t  A g e n t 
K E L O W N A , B . C.
SU N D A Y  D IN N E R  - $1.00
, 6"—*8 p.m*




Baked Halibut I^aitrc dc Hotel. _________  .
' - , H” *̂̂**® v-u selling organization has been decided
Fried English Mutton Chops, Potatef secure the services of some
Will lici i;  -------
>tifnffiey should remember that the 
subject of co-operative marketing is a 
luge field to cover and cannot be giv­
en justice in one short meeting.,. The 
chief value of Mr. Sapiro’s visit to the 
Okanagan will reside much more in his 
meetings with the Committee of Seven 
than with the general public, and the 
information he will be able to impart 
as to details of preliminary organiza­
tion will be tremendously useful at 
this stage.
It is understood that Mr. Sapiro is an 
organizcr*rathcr than an administrator, 
and it would be well, when the style 
and framework of .the co-operative
C L O C K S
H all, M an tle  an d  Alarm 
C locks
W e will call for, repair, and 
return, all large nujntle 
CLOCKS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
E . J . T H O M S O N
A*. Stock well’s Limited
Chips.
Lobster Patties a la Rctne.
Peach Compote with Rice.
Salad
Combination, Mayonnaise.
Stuffed Young Turkey. Cranberry 
Sauce. „  .
Sirloin of Beef, Yorkshire Pudding. 
Vegetables »
Baked Natural Potatoes. ^Boiled Potatoes.
Sweet Corn.
I , Sweets
Hot Mince Pic. Deep Apple Pi^,Cheese.
Steamed Fruit Pudding, Hard Sauce.
Vanilla Ice Cream, Christmas Cake. 
Fresh Fruits. Nuts. Table 
[Tea. Coffee. Milk
Sunday, January 7th, 1923.
L H. BROAD, Prop.
upon, to secure the services of so e 
official of many years experience with 
such a body as the California Fruit 
Growers Exchange, which has now 
some twenty-five .years of successful 
history behind it, to perfect the ad­
ministrative machinery and place it 
in smooth running order.
to something little better than range, 
many, will be ruined and new settlers 
cannot succeed where these have fail­
ed. Before many years this state of 
things will force itself upon the atten­
tion of Parliament and some decision 
will have to be reached.
Stated briefly, the question may be 
put in this way: Are the ranchers to 
wa'it until further inestimable damage 
has been do»e, or are they to agree 
to put a.side all personal and locals 
differences and unite as one body to 
examine into the real cause of the 
depression and collectively present the 
case for reform? No one h a s  d,oubt 
that, with the fertile soil and splendid 
climate of the Dry Belt of B. C.,
.agriculture will flourish and the far­
mers prosper under favourable condi­
tions. . .
There is a spirit of collectivism 
abroad as evinced by the great effort 
now being made to improve mark^ing 
con'ditiqns. Are the farmers willing 
to extend this movement and sec what 
can be done to reduce the cost of 
production so far as this is dependent 
on legislation?
In the Dry Belt there arc two ways 
in which cost of production depends on 
legislation—taxation and the cost of 
irrigation water.''Taxation is undoubt­
edly too heavy, but it is the second of 
these, the cost of irrigation water, 
which will be. referred to here.
' The United Farmers have, taken the 
initiative by calling a public meeting, 
to be held in Vernon on January the 
seventeenth, to discuss irrigation prob­
lems. .^ 1 1  water users arc invited to 
attend, and it is hoped that some or-|
----------  ^
there is a vast tVcld for free discussiort
and exchange of views at a conference.
To treat the subject briefly it may be 
,cst to state first some of the mam 
ideas which should be embodied in the 
provisions of a good Water Act, and, 
then examine the present law and 
show that these conditions are not 
satisfied. .
The first of these conditions is se­
curity of tenure. An owner of pro­
perty should know exactly what he 
owns and what water right attaches 
to his land. The owner should have 
a right to water as indefeasible as the 
title to the land, and this title should 
be registered at the time and placed 
as the title to the land.
In the next place, the cost of wafer 
must be reasonable and not so high
as to prevent the. rancher making t e
profit he is entitled to. , ,
T b i r d l y ,  the basis of taxation for 
water rights must be perfectly simple 
and uniform.
And lastly, water rights must be 
defined by an Act of Parliament m 
such a' way that they can be main­
tained in , the ordinary provincial 
courts of law.
Now it is very difficult to see that 
under the present Water -A.ct any of 
these conditions are fulfilled, and it 
may facilitate discussion if a few re­
marks are made to justify this'State­
ment. •
At the present time the landowner
holds his right on a most flimsy ten-
ure. . ,
Originally records were granted
making the water right inalienable,
from the land. It is now provided that 
these records shall be cancelled, anc 
that the licences shall be issued making 
the water inseparable from the ‘ lane 
under cultivation only.” This word 
“inseparable” means that the water 
can only be used on the plot of land 
for which it was granted. It does not 
mean that the owner may “not” be 
deprived of his water right. For a 
licence may he cancelled for reasons,
some of whifh arc. mentioned in the
Act, and some of which may depend 
on. decisions of a board- investigation 
hot yet formulated.
Further, it is stated on the document 
that the licence may at any time be 
recalled and a new one issued in its 
place with fresh conditions attached. 
Moreover, a licence is a right to take 
water granted an individual. If this 
individual dies or sells his property, 
it is not at all clear from the .\ct what 
becomes of his licence. A final li­
cence can be produced mentioning the 
name of an owner who sold his pro­
perty some years ago, making no re­
ference to the present owner; in fact, 
it 'is not at all clear Avhat water right 
a purchaser of land could enforce it 
liis, claim were contested by the Gov­
ernment. ■ '
In the Improvement Districts the 
case is still worse. All records or li­
cences are pooled and vested in 
Trustees. The only right the individ­
ual owner possesses is the right to 
demand water from the Trustees on 
.such' terms as the Trustees may im­
pose. But the Trustees are nnablc tp 
limit the amount which the purchaser 
of any property may ultimately he 
called upon tp pay, because, if some
i F
Besides our tremendous reductions in priti all, lines of
merchandise, we are specializing on the 
each day of our Sale when we are puttini 
to make final clearance..
owing lines Qr 
extra effort
F rid ay , Ja n u a ry  5th  '
H o u s e  F u r n i ^ h i i i g s ly
b l a n k e t s , c o m f o r t e r s , P IL L O  S H E E T S ,
«, _____ ______ n'lSriTTi A T\C -DUn A -riwr
1
P IL L O W  C A SES, B E D  S P R E A D S  
M A T E R IA L S , C R E T O N N E S , T O W
L IN E N , E T C .
R T A IN  .
t a b l e ’
S a tu rd ay , Ja n u a ry  6 th
H o s i e r y  D a y m
M
-ta  W O M E N ’S A N D  C H IL D R E N ’S H O  iiL E E C E D  IL , 
■£ H^OSE. C A S H M E R E  h P S E . A L L  W O C Q R S T E D . J ,  
^  H O S E , S IL K  H O S E , L IS L E  H O S E , O N  H O S E . J ,
r  : , . ■ ■ ■ ■ ' ;______________
M e n ’s  a n d  B o y s ’ | e
MixedMen’s Cotton Hose, Men’s Cotton and 
Hose, Men’s All Wool, Worsted Hose,; Cash- 
mere Hose, Men’s Silk Ho
Boys’ Heavy Ribbed Cotton Hose, B< Wool 
Worsted Hose, Boys’ Golf I
M onday  'M orn ing , J a n u a ry  8 tl
W a s h  D a y
G R O C E  R Y  j D E P A R T M E N T  > I A L S
Laundry Soap. Blue Starch, Clothes Pegs,
D ain ty  White and all W ashing Comp<-PRICED
SPECIAL.
M onday  A fternoon, J a n u a ry  8
" W h i te  W e a r  S ;
Ammonia, Ml.
GU/
When we'have a splendid showing of V ir Under-
garments and materials for mal “ b ’
T u esd ay , J a n u a ry  9 th
S i l k  D a y
Here will be the climax of Silk Vi ng.
W ed n esd ay , J a n u a ry  10th
C h i l d r e n ’s  D a
(Continued on page 5)
A man who does not adyertl#  ̂may
enow all about his Own business, bu* 
;y . oi»c «.lse »
' I ■' » . J ..
SETTLERS FROM INDIA
It is- a little difficult to get at the 
point of view behind the resolution that. 
wa.s passed unanimously, by the Elli- 
.son Local of the United Farmers, at 
a recent meeting, for submission to the 
forthcoiiiing'annual convention at Ver­
non, deprecating the cncouragcmcpt by 
the Provincial Government of immigra- 
tibn of cx-officers oL the Indian Army 
as farrtiers when tncy arc unused to 
such work and when experienced far- 
i.re unable to malic a living im-
CYLINDERS REGROUND
A N D  F IT T E D  W IT H  O V E R S IZ E  P IS T O N S -
H av ing  installed a  m odern grinding m achine we are  p re ­
pared  to  do th is  class of w ork  prom ptly .
A lso O xy A cetylene W elding, G eneral M achine^ W ork . 
T insm ith ing  and P lum bing.
Saw s G um m ed and Sharpened.
LECKIE h a r d w a r e . Ltd.
Kelowna. B. C. 20-4c20-4c
Make the mos^ of thd money jl
BOYS’ SUITS and SHOES. GIRLS 
SHOES. All lines of Underwear and ev 
the children from head to
ES and 
Ito outfit
T h u rsd ay , Ja n u a ry  l l t h
R e m n a n t  D a j
We advise being here early Thursday iNo end 
to the pile of useful ends of goods that we ready.
S A V E ! S A V E ! I
F rid ay , J a n u a ry  12th
D O L L A R  D A
S a tu rd a y , J a n u a ry  13th
G R A B  B O X  D  

















t h e ! KELOW NA COURIER ANPy OKANAGAN ORCHARDIST
RAOE RIVN
Want Advts
?irat iiiBcrtion; IS cent# per line. 
 ̂ > cacli additional Jnaertion, 1 0  cent# 
per line. Minimum charge per 
v'cek, 30 cent#.
In estimating the coat of an adver 
itiscnicnt, subject to the *"*1 *'fP“*P *^argc as stated above, each initiaV 
rtt)br<;viation or group of ugurco not 
— -cdliig five counts as one word 
lartd five words count as one line.
If so, desired, advertisers may have
repiics a<ldrcBBcd to a box number. 
c.irc of The Courier, and forwarded 
their private'address, or delivered 
call at office. For this service, add




FOR SALE—Mangoldfl, carrots and
swede turnips. Phone 293-Rl. 19-tfc
COME IN and inspect pur stock of
■ bofh new and used f u rn i tu r e ,  r a n g e s ,  
/;tc. Our prices are very rca8on.abIc\ 
Jones & Tempest. ,
FO R  s Al E—1919 Ford runaboiit in 
good order, four good tircs,^ shock 
abforbers; $180.'Write, Box 334, Cou- 
,-rier Office. _______
n o t i c e  1*5 MOTORIST?—You 
1 can have your tops and cushions rc- 
.edvered and repaired at the Kelowna 
Carage by a practical man.
FOR SALE—Fifty acres fidl bearing 
apples, plenty good water, clear tit­
le. Price reasonable; might take smal­
ler place or business. Full particulars, 
-  Box 341. Courier. 20-2p-write
FO R SALE—Dry pine wood. ApP^y- 
K. Iwashita. Phone 112. 20-tfc
p r o p e r t y  FOR SALE
25 YEARS TO PAY—The Soldier 
'Settlement Board of Canada have 
.several FARMS for sale to Soldiers 
.or Civilians at ten per cent down and 
the balance in 25 aiuiUal payments at 
six per cent. Several to rent for 1923. 
For particulars write to,̂  District Supr 
rcrintendent. Soldier Settlement Board, 
yernon, B. C. ^ ^ 1 ^
TO RENT
TO LET—Two nice, clean, unfurnish­
ed rooms close in; light and water. 
p .O ; Box 684. 20-1 p
T O  RENT—Nicely furnished room 
in a fully modern house and good 
•Jocatibn; board optional. Applyv 534 
TIarvey Avenue or phone 4 0 1 -K.^.^u-xp
FOR EXCHANGE
-FO R EXCHANGE—54 acres of ex­
cellent, vegetable and hay laud, also, 
-new modern and well located bungalow 
"in Kelowna, for bearing orchard, ap- 
-plerprcferr'ed. P.O. Box 640, Phone 
,,436-Rl. ■ . l> ttc
WANTED—MisceTlaneou#
• W ANTED TO PURCHASE-^Twen- 
ty, acres best truck land. \Wite, sta­
ting terms and price, to Box 33A 
Courier. >P'^P
WANTED—A cheap 6 hack,^to_be 
moved into the country. P.O. Box 
: 78, Kelowna, B. C. 20-lp
WANTED—Ads in this column bring 
results. Fifteen cents a line, each 
additional insertion, ten cents per line. 
Minimum charge per week. 30 cents.
SITUATIONS WANTED
ENGLISH LADY requires post for 
winter, or would give services part 
day in return for w^rm room and 
board. P.O. Box 396, Kelowna. 20-lp
WOOD POR SALE
Pjne and Fir. Quality and quan­
tity guaranteed. Price, $3.50.
J. Wv C. THOMPSON 
Phono 3154
S E E  R E E D
FOR
Good W^ood
PH O N E  389 19-3p









CLOSE IN.—A fully modern
eight room house, can be, 
bought for
$ 3 ,2 0 0
$750 will handle this.
The balance payable on easy 
terms; Interest 6 %. •
The First Floor has a large 
Living 'Room' with open fir® 
place; Dining Room, and Kit­
chen. ' ' ,,
The Second Floor has four 
Bedrooms and a fully modern- 
bath room. Large Veirandahs 
and full sized basement.
Garage and good outhouse.
MAKING OUR BEST BUY
McTAVISn & W HIUIS
Insurance Real Estate
 ̂Announcements ’
Fifteen cents per line, each inser­
tion; minimum chavgc, 30 CO***®-, 
Count five words to line. Each 
initial and group of not more 
than, five, figures counts as 
word' '
Dr. Mathison, deptist. Telephone
tf
Do not forget the Basketball Torir- 
iiainent at the Scout Hall on Friday
the 5tli instant, between the Summer 
land and Kelowna Troops o f , Bpy 
Scouts. Thbre will i be three fast and 
exciting matches between tcaftis of 
different weights. Admission, ^5c for 
adults.and lOc for children. 2 0 -lc 
, •  •  •  *
Plan to meet 
your friends at 
CHAPIN’S « * *
2 0 -tfc
The I.O.D.E. will hold their month­
ly niccting in the Parish Hall, Tuesday, 
Jan. 9thj at 3 o’clock. This being the 
nominating meeting, we would like all 
members present. 2 0 -ic
Miss M. Cooper, Spirclla Corsetiero. 
Saturdays. 10 to 6 , and by appoint­
ment. Casorso Block. Box 540. 20-4c 
o * *
For The Best,
Go To Alsgard’s.■n « >•> 45-tfc
All Oddfellows arc requested to at­
tend Lodge on Tuesday, 9th January. 
Business: Installation of Officers (sin­
gle). 2 0 -Icm m *
Froze your Radiator ? Take it to 
Scott. Radiators repaired and new 
cores fitted by experienced men. W. 
G. SCOTT. 18-t£c
GLENMORE FRUIT GROWERS 
ASSOCIATION.—Adjourned annual 
meeting on Monday next, 8 th inst., at 
8  p.m,, in the School House. Business: 
Annual reports and election of officers; 
Growers’ Committee reports. 20-lc m m *
Free ferry service to fruit growers, 
iWho wish to attend the Sapiro meet­
ing this evening, is being furnished by 
Mr. L. A. Hayman.
Our Candy Maker and Chocolate 
Dipper are working full time now. Our 
stock will always be complete and 
strictly fresh. We want your business.
Chapin’s. 7-t£c• ♦ *
POUND NOTICE
All those who can furnish sleeping 
accommodation for one or more per­
sons, delegates to the Convention of 
the British Columbia Fruit Growers’ 
Association, to be held in Kelowna on 
Jan. 17th; T 8 th and 19th, are requested 
to notify the undersigned as early as 
possible. It is anticipated that accom­
modation for fifty or more persons 
will be required, other than what, the 
hotels can handle, and the Board of 
Trade requests that all those who pos­
sibly can,; be good enough to open 
their homes to our temporary guestsin n cb lu u
Notice is hereby given, under Sec- Kindly quote rates, nam e, and address
tion 2 0  of the “Pound District Act,” Kelowna Board of Trade, N. D. 
that one bay horse, branded G K on McTavish, Secretary, 
left shoulder was impounded in the' -
Pound kept by the undersigned on
2 0 -2 c
Glenmore Ranch, Glenmore, on the 
29th day of December, 1922.
J. N. CUSHING.
2 0 -2 c
BIRTH
POUND NOTICE
I M c C L Y M O N T .— V..4 —  —  --------  ^
Pound Keeper. 31st, 1922, at Kelowna, B. C,, to Mr. very pleasant evenings recently, as the 
' and Mrs, J. S. D. McClyniont, a son, competition between the various teams 
Ronald James Hugh. 20-lc '. , , _______
, NOTICE OF SALE
Notice is hereby given that, on Mon­
day, the 8 th day of January, 1923, I
CHURCH NOTICES
BAPTIST CHURCH.
L o c a l  a n d  P e r s o n a l
Miss V, Tutt and Miss C. Tutt left 
today for Victoria.
Mr. D. Ferguson, of Coalmont, was 
a visjtor to Kelowna last week.
Mrs. G. Wrtugli luid Miss T. Waugh 
left today for Teeswatcr, Out.
Mr. J. H. Sykes, of Swift Currant, 
Sask„ is staying at the Palace.
Mr. F. E. Tily, insurance agent, of 
Penticton, is a^^fsit to Kelowna.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Patterson, of 
West paid a visit to Ke­
lowna last Thursday.
Superintendent T. G. Macnabb, of 
the C.P.R., made a tour of lake points 
on Tuesday and Wednesday.
Major S. Workman, of Cranbrook, 
who had been paying a visit to Mr. J. 
C. Taylor, left for Jhc Coast on Friday.
Miss E. Isaac and her nephew, Mr. 
J. M. Sniallman, left on, Tuesday for 
a visit to Jacksonville and other points 
in Florida. ‘
A meeting of the I.O.D.E. will take 
place, at the Parish Hall next Tuesday 
afterhoon," when the officers for the 
coining year will be nominated.
Miss Bernccc Wells and Master E- 
ric Wells, of Westbank, are spending 
their holidays in town with their grand­
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. Parser.
Mr. A- Notley, manager of the Ke­
lowna Poultry Association, has retur­
ned from Rochester, New York, where 
he* underwent a successful operation.
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Macdonnell, Mr. 
J. A. Henderson, Mr. E. L. Hughes 
and Mr. W. J. Moffat, of Vernon, 
came to Kelowna to attend the New 
Year’s dance given by the K.A.A.C.
Owing to the spread of a cold wave 
from Manitoba westwards, an embar­
go was placed upon fruit shipments 
yesterday by the C.P.R. It was 22 be­
low zero at Winnipeg on Tuesday 
night, 6  below at Regina and zero af 
Edmonton. So far, there is no indica­
tion of the low temperatures having 
crossed the Rockies, and the weather 
here remains mild for this time of the 
year.  ̂ '
Thî e members of the Kelowna Fra- 
On Sunday, Dec. ternal Card League have passed some
Morning
will sell at public auction, at two; o’ topic, “The Book of the Law.” Sun- 
clock in front of the East Kelowna day evening, Mo»*hly Song Service. 
Pound, being within my Pound Dis- Topic, “The Beginning of Wisdom.” 
trict, in the County of Yale, the fol- Special music. Come and sjng the 
lowing animal, namely: One bay horse, hymns the people love. Everybody 
ear marked left ear, no visible brand, welcome.
R. C. CARRUTHERS,
has led to some exceptionally good 
play. The following is the standing 
ôf the latter at the present time:, I.O. 
O.F., won 4, lost 1, drawn 1, total 27; 
S.O.E., -won 3, lost 2, drawn,1, total 
21; B .P .aE ., won 2 , lost 2 , drawn 1 , 
total 15; G'^V.V.A., won 1, lost 4, 
drawn 1, total 9.
2 0 -lc Pound Keeper. CARD OF THANKS
BLACK MOUNTAIN 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT
M iDDLE-AGEp LADY, hospital ex­
perience, look after invalid.,do house­
work; recommended. Write, Bok 340. 
Kelowna Courier. 20-lc
STRAYED
STRAYED—To my raiifch about Nov­
ember 15, 1922, Jersey heifer one 
year old, no brand. If not called for in 
thirty days, will be sold on January 
27, 1923, at 1 p.m.̂  Phone 293-Rl^^
n o t i c e  OF e:l e c t io n
In accordance with the provisions of 
the Water Act, 1914, and amendments 
thereto, the following resolutions were 
passed by the Trustees on December 
19th, 1922, namely:—
“Resolved that J. R. Beale, Secretary, 
of Rutland, B. C., be the Returning
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Stewart wish to 
I thank their friends for the kind syiii- 
I pathy extended _ them ill their recent 
sad bereavement. 20-lp
G. W. V. A.
CHRISTMAS CHEER FUND 
Final Contributions
Of Iv lldiivi, J-»* « « i f 4 nnOfficer for the annual election to be Previously acknowledged ...... $J34.yu
. , ,  A ___iRtVi io:?3” lAyr.. Perry 2.00
Two cases came up in the City Po­
lice Court this week. The first, which 
was tried on Monday, was that of a 
resident-of the city who was found 
guilty of supplying liquor to a boy 
aged eighteen. He was fined fifty dol- 
ars and costs, with the option of ser­
ving thirty days. The fine was paid. 
In the , second case a mafir . pleaded 
guilty to being drunk in a public place, 
and was fined $ 2 0 0  and costs, it being 
lis second offence.
held on Thursdav, January 18th, 19^.
“Resolved that the Returning. Ot 
ficer shair attend at the District Of­
fice between the hours of 1 0  a.m. and 
iioon on Thursday, January 18th, 1923. 
for the purpose of receiving nomina­
tions and electing two Trustees for 
the term of three years, and that a poll, 
should such be required; be held at 
the District Office, Rutlan^ B. C.. 
from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. on Thursday, 
January 25th, 1923.”  ̂ -*i, +i.
Nominations shall conform with the
$256.90
Mr. S. T. Elliott, quantity of beef.




All persons owning or occupying 
land within the territorial limits of the 
South East Kelowna Irrigation Dis­
trict desiring water for new acreage, 
or additions, or alterations to the dis­
tributing system by which they are at 
■present supplied, are requested to no
tify the secretary on or before noon,
the 20th day of January, 1923.
■ HARRY B'. EVERARD,
Secretary to the Trustees. 
.27th December, 1922. 19-4c
GLENMORE IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT
’ Notice is hereby given that a surtax 
of 15'/r will be added to the amount 
• of any water rates unpaid on Febru­
ary 1 st, 1923. . . _  -
-When remitting for 1922 water rates, 
interest should be added at the rate 
of 89r from January 1st, 1923, to the 
date of payment.
(JEO. A. BARRAT. >
. 20-lc Collector.
^-A k ELOWA  HOSPITAL 
Tenders, will be received for the sup­
ply of meat, groceries and drugs for 
the tern}, eliding June 30th. Lowest 
or any tender not necessarily accepted. 
Tenders to he in the hands of the 
Secretary by Monday, January the 8 th.
. 2 0 -lc
WANTED—Orders for RUBBEh 
STAMPS; made oh the premises 
‘v.Couricr Office,-Kelowna'' '
(Continued from page 4)
jNo i ii  u ii : i —-̂-------------- r , t-.. ....requirements of Schedule B of the of the owners in the District are iin-
Water Act, 1914, a copy of which m a y c o n t r i b u t e  their share of tolls 
je seen at the District Office, RutlandU^^ taxes or decline to contribute
T R BEALE. them, the other landowners become
Rutland, B. *C., Returning Officer, liable for a share of the default, if the 
December 19th, 1922.. 20-2c j property cannot be sold to
a ne\y owner who will take up tlic 
burden.. In fact, it can be shown thatPOUND SALE
Notice is hereby given that I will, landowners have no inalienable \yatcrjNonce is - --------------  . „ -n ron Saturday, the 13th day of Januar.v, right, but are simply tenants at will ot
192.?, at 2 o ’ c l o c k ,  _scll^at Public ^\uc-1 Government of the day, allowed to
tion ill front of the p ^ in tv  I take their w ater on term s that mayGlciiiiiorCi 111 the Oouiityl  ̂ . •
of Yale (and being within my Pound be varied from time to time.
District) the following impounded an- It may be pointed out that, in some
inials: One brown mare, brand aP" i^jgtricts, records either have been can-
pears to be H B  on left shoulder; one I about to be cancelled
&  le h 'h \ t ; '‘o L ° ‘cheftnm " without benefif to a single landownor,
branded I X  on right shoulder. at the same time inflicting serioiis hn-
Datcd this 3rd day of Jan., 1923. iQgg on some of the old-timers.
J. N. CUSHING. Also it is perfectly possible to grant
20-2c Pound Lccpcr.|- jod^K.^sible water right without
In a unanimbus finding the police I pooling sysjem
large number of residents of Ke- 
.owiia will be very distressed to hear 
of the death of Miss Alice Gordon, who 
two years ago was one of the. nursing 
staff of the Kelowna General Hospi­
tal. Miss Gordon passed away at Van­
couver on the 4th of last month after 
a brief illness. She had been engaged 
ill private nursing and was also onb 
of the nursing staff of the Vancouver 
General Hospital.
The sad intelligence reached Kel­
owna early this week of the death of 
Mr. John Frost, who succumbed to 
paralysis of the brain while staying 
near New Westminster. The deceased, 
who was 46 years of age, was a na­
tive of Newfoundland and came to the 
Okanagan some twenty-five years ago. 
He spent three and a half years over­
seas in the 172nd Battalion of the C. 
E.F. and was invalided home. Latterly 
he had been in poor health, as the re­
sult of hardships endured while on 
active service and had to move to the 
Coast. His loss is mourned by, his 
wife and four children, two hoys and 
two girls, to whom the sympathy of 
the community will be very sincerely 
extended. T he , interment took place
l a s t  TuesdaV at New W estminster.
In a unanimbus /"A  necessary in the Improvement Dis-
commissioners of Penticton have clear-
cd the chief of police of that munici- improvement Districts
pality of the charges l?id hnn  ̂  ̂ costs from $1 0 . 0 0  to
o f  t a k i n g  bribes from C incsc re. ’  ^20.00 per acre per annum, and these
* , , rates may be increased.
A pro<U.ctioii of over four ™ > ' „ question for tlic f.vrmcr,s to
doW s’ north of t o t . over double the can .vfford to,
to d  v.iUte produced in 1921, is part of
the achievements ^of the 'r™ ' T ' Thirdly, „hcn 'land  is assessed for
during the year just provincial taxes, it is valued as land
tal value of metals recoveted by "■'fl water rights attached. A farmer 
liourishtug prov.nc.al ■"''“ try m M2 -  y , „ consider
IS considerably over nine million dol-| A ^  ̂ -----
lars.. ' ■ ■ (Continued on Page 8)
Paper is now being manufactured at 
the plant of the New Westminster 
Paper Mills, Ltd. Up to the present 
only the rougher grades of tissue are 
being turned out, but the finer kinds 
of paper will be made later on. Up to 
now only thirty-five hands have been 
employed .at this works, but this num­
ber will be more than doubled in the 
near future. It is hoped and cxpectec 
that eventually the wrapping paper 
used in large quantities 15/ the B. C. 
fruit industry will be made at this 
plant. . , .
Annual January Clearance Sale 
- Commences Saturday the 6th
In every Department you will find Bargains of unusual value. We mention fecldw some 
of the excellent economies we feel sure you will \yant to share in.
R e m a r k a b l e  V a l u e s  in  W a i s t s
Before .stocktaking' we wish to  clear all 
otlclnients in sizes and .styles iii our extensive 
stock of W aists.
M any Voile W aists. Some as
high as $3.75. Sale P rice ........
Voile and Silk W aists, to  clear .......... . $1.95
I V i n t e r  C o a t s  O n  S a l e
M any of th is season’s C oats will be 
placed on sale a t g rea t reductions. . T he 
price wc ask is very  low com pared w ith 
g a rm 5 its  of the  sam e value du rin g  the Fall. 
T w eed and V elour C oats a t ................ $10.75
C oats in V elour and Bolovia C loth, $35.00
S e r g e s  a n d  S i l k  D r e s s e s  M a k ^  
T h i s  S a l e  R e m a r k a b l e
N avy Serge D resses in the la tes t models.
all well w orth  tw ice th is a- $7.95
m ount. Sale Price 
Silk and Crepe de 
D resses, to clear ....
Chine $19.75
S u i t s  O n  S a l e  $ 1 9 . 7 5
E xceptional values in D onegal Tw eedj 
faw n and brow n T rieotine, NaVy Serge and 
T rico tine  Suits, a t th is low  price w ill be 
the  bargain  of the  year.
O n sale a t ........  ............. .
Many other garments will be placed on the 
Tacks at Reduced Prices. Be sure and see
these.
Waterproof Capes for Child
ren, each ........ ....................
A FEW LADIES’ RAINCOATS marked 
at CLEARING PRICES
C hildren’s C orduroy G aiters,
.. .Reg. $2.95 to  clear
W o o l  1 5 c  a  B a l l
ExceptionaT value in Knitting Wool
many' colours.  ̂ 15c
Per ball ... .... .......
$1.50
$3.95
L i i i l e  { B o ijs  S u i t s  O n  S a l e
W om en’s N avy Serge and 
Tw e6d Skirts. T o  clear ..
N ew  sty les and  excellent ciualities in Boys 
Serge and T w eed  Suits, T hese are  excep­
tional values and each Suit has tw o pain; 
of pants.
P rices a r e ............  ... $9.95> 11.75 and $12.75$1.95
Gloves and Hosiery at Sale Prices
All wool Mitts and Red Gaunt­
let Gloves. 5 0 c
Per pair
Special Value in brown, grey, 
black, beaver, chamois, cape 
and kid Gloves; prices up to
' S L 5 0"Fef paifl7~^^
Women’s Heather Ribbed Hose 
in Lovat .shades, an imported
hose and all wool. 65c
Per pair .......... .
Silk Hose in black, brown and
$ 1 . 0 0special, per pair 
Children’s .Red Worsted Hose;
sizes 6 J^, 7j/ ,̂ 8J/4. 50c
. Per pair
S a l ^  l v a l u e s  in  O u r  S t a p l e  D e p t ,
Fine all wool D ress M aterials, as
A rm ures, Serges, G abadines and 
T artan s . Sale Price, per yard  ...
Special value on N avy -All W ool Serge, 
th is^  comes 40 inches w ide, very  sm table
fo r bloom ers and children s
P e r yard  .................... . ®
E i d e r d o w n s  a n d  j j / a n f e e t e  o n  S a l e
C otton F illed  C om forters, in d j Q  Q R
large size, reg. $5,75 .......
D ow n F illed  C om forters, ex- |Th
cellen t values ........^ A w *  •
A ll Wt)ol B lankets, in double
bed size, reg. .$11.75 pair. n o w iP O *  J
dresses.
M any colours in H o m e s p u ^ ,^  
C loths and F lan n e ls ; 54 inches ®
Shoes On Sale
95c
wide. Sale P rice  .... .
Black Silk Poplin, .36 inches 
wide. P e r y a r d — .....
C orduroy V elvets in N avy  and B rm vn; a 
good heavy quality . Reg. $Lo0
y a /d . Sale P rice ..
F u lly  B leached T able D am ask  in; l^ ie e ^
weave, 70 imHies wide. S a * 5 0
O ur W in te r  Shoe Sale is still on and you 
will find m any bargains here.
O xfords and P um ps .......i..................... . $1.95
O xfords, S lippers and H igh  Shoes .... $2.95 
A large asso rtm en t of H igh Shoes in good 
values th a t w ere as high as $10.00 a pair, 
all m arked a t C learing  P ric e s .'
C o r s e ts  a t  $ 1 . 0 0
P e r  yard  ......... -......... ......................
W hite  L'ongcloth, 36 inches
w ide ; 6 yards for .............. .........
P illow s, reg. $4,50 a p a ir ; to  clear, $1.00 each
$1.00 M any excellent values in C orsets are  here a t this" very  low price. A m ong them  are some th a t sold as h igh as $3.95. $1.00
N O W
SPECIAL PRICES on all W INTER  
UNDERW EAR and many other odd
lots will be on Sale.
Look over these in the Store. You 
may find something that you require.
DON’T FORGET W EDNESDAY  
AFTERNOON AT 2.30
R E M N A N T S
Will be placed on Sale in all desirable . 
materials. '
V.
SALE COMMENCES SATURDAY AT 8.15
Phone 361 KELOWNA
•The Oliver Co-operative Exchange 
has been formed with a membership 
of twenty local fruit and vegetable 
growers. *
Peach growers who shipped through 
the Penticton local union are receiv­
ing returns which can only be con­
sidered as very low. Number ones arc 
-bringing in the growers a net profit 
of 12J/1 cents per box; number twos 
in boxes show,a loss to the grower of 
Oyi cents per box, while crated num­
ber twos show a loss of 71/2 cents per 
crate.
At The EMPRESS, Monday and Tuesday, Jan. 8 and 9
\
r'
T H E  KELOWNA COURIER A N P OKANAGAN ORCHARDIBT THURSDAY, JANUARY 4th, 1923
.'H m m m mm J I TO COMMEMORATE TH E
BATTLE OF THREE RIVERS
I Monument To Bo Erected B y  The 
Dominion Government
®1 W inter T im e Is Cocoa 
" 'll . .
Time, and physicians re-
’® commend Cocoa as an
,ig'ideal beverage-—nounsh-
’® itig and refreshing. We
offer a line of
B
m
P U R E
of exceptibnal value.
W e receive this in bar­
rels which eliminates the 
expensive tins and con­
tainers and allows us to  
sell it  at per lb.
25c
Arrangements have been' made by 
the'Department of the Interior to er­
ect a monument on Dcs Forges Street, 
at Three Rivers, Quebec, to commem­
orate one of the most interesting of 
the minor battles that followed the 
American attach on Quebec by Arnold 
and Montgomery in 1775. In the 
spring of the following year many of 
the American troops passed Three 
I Rivers in wretched condition and the 
evacuation of the country seemed to 
be proceeding at great speed, but on 
I June 8 it was learned that an Ameri­
can column was marching on the town,
I which was without garrison or dcr 
fence. A corps of volunteers was or- 
ganis^cd by Joseph Boucher dc Niyer- 
ville, who managed to hold the enemy 
at bay until the arrival o f’a detach­
ment of Royal Light Infantry from 
[’Quebec. A constant fire was main­
tained by the Canadians, and the Am­
ericans were dispersed.
The Americans had captured An­
toine Gauthier, habitant, and obliged 
him to act as their guide. "Gauthier 
pointed out to them," says Dr. Suite, 
the Canadian historian, ‘̂ the great risk 
of marching by the main road on 
account of the gunboats watching 
along the river, and consequently he 
was allowed to strike through the 
bush to Ste. Marguerite. He length­
ened the circuit so well that the troops 
in town had time to cut a long trench 
in the common and plant the battery 
on the crests of the hill nearby, so as 
to cover the most part of the common. 
On June 8 the attack was made on 
the whole line of the trench, but the 
Americans were so well peppered by 
the rifles and cannon that they retired 
without renewing the attempt.”
Mr. William Michelin, of Three 
Rivers, has generously donated a piece 
of ground near the site of this battle 
A monument'is to be erected and a 




(Continued from Page Three)
to disrepute among the other as.soc- 
iutions.
There are a few fundamentals that 
are essential to u gr^nvers campaign 
of national advertising that may be 
summarized. The growers must be or­
ganized on a sound permanent basis, 
They must have a large volume and 
pack thl‘ir''fruit Uiidcr standard grades. 
They must provide a systcjn of inspec­
tion to enforce the rules. They must 
own and control their trade-mark and 
they mu!jt establish a system of nation­
al distribution to the wholesale trade 
in order to insure, a co-ordinated and 
evenness, of distribution. Without these 
fundamentals already established na­
tional advertising from the grower’s 
point of vievy is questionable .under­
taking. . ” '
:  Holmes \  i 




Poultry meat has dropped in price to 
such an extent that its general use 
J should be more seriously considered. 
Quality up to a standard B viewed from the economic as well as
“  the scientific standpoint of nutrition,
Family Grocers Phone 30
v|.f| ,o O 0  .0
not down to a price ■
.-Q
O D O ' O O O . S'
STOCKWELL’S LIMITED 
ByTCHER’ S DEPARTMENT
OKANAGAN FED M EAT
W e are sure going strong  
and can ^ave you .money. 
T h a t ’s w h a t  counts these 
days. Come up on Ellis 





Each can of Pacific Milk is 43 
per cent real cream, and it is due 
to two facts. T he'fitst is that the 
fresh milk comes from some of the 
best dairy herds in Canada and 
through our improved process a 
higher cream percentage is main­
tained.'
This^good milk is the best in Can­
ada and is the only one produced in 
Columbia. ’
PACIFIC M ILK GO. LT D .
a2 8  Drake Street, Vancouver, B.C. 
Factories at Ladner and Abbotsford,
' ' —______ 3*'
HWE'YOUR
r r l a t e d  a t  Tbe C o n n e r O ffice
it is worthy of a higher place and more 
frequent use in the daily diet than it 
has been accorded. I t should be re­
garded as an essential part of our 
diet rather than as a luxury.
The question of the value of poultry 
meat for food has beeen given atten­
tion by chemists at various times. Re­
sults of their researches have been 
published from time to time. Analyses 
have been made , of the flesh of prac­
tically all kinds of domestic fowl, and 
these furnish a basis for comparison 
of poultry meats with other articles of 
human food. A comparison of poultry 
meats with beef, veal, lamb and pork 
shows that the refuse in poultry is 
somewhat less than in the other meats. 
Furthermore, the carcass of fowl can 
be used as soup stock, thus rendering 
available a large amount of nourish­
ment which would, otherwise be lost 
and which in the case of other meats 
is often discarded. The amount of 
water is about the same in poultry as 
in other meats, but the amount of in­
digestible nutrients in poultry is small. 
Summing up these differences, poultry 
shows a slightly higher proportion ac­
tually available for nourishment than 
other meats. As fats furnish more 
heat per unit, weight than proteins or 
carbohydrates and since poultry meat 
is somewhat lower in fat than other 
meats, its fuel value is corresponding­
ly less. To state this in another way, 
poultry, meat furnishes more tissue 
forming but less of the heat forming 
elements, and it must be borne in 
mind that as a rule the former are the 
more expensive.
Cojnmon or domestic fowl contains 
more refuse than ayerage poultry, is 
about average in protein but richer ,̂ 
in fat. Turkey contains relatively lit 
tie refuse, about 2 per cent more pro­
tein and the same proportion of fat 
Goose shows the lowest proportion o ’ 
refuse of the poultry meats, a lower 
proportion of protein but much higher 
fat content. Combined with this is a 
certain prejudice against goose which 
has a tendency to lower the market 
price. This has resulted to make goose 
one of the cheapest, most wholesome 
and nutritious foods on the market. 
Duck contains relatively large amounts 
of refuse, little protein and large quan­
tities of fat.
Poultry as a whole (especially chick­
ens and geese), with the low price and 
high muscle forming properties, the 
easily digested and palatable qualities, 
makes the ideal meat food for every­
body, particularly for those in offices' 
and for invalids and children.
F. C. ELFORD,
Dominion Poultry Husbandman, 
Experimental Farm,
Ottawa, Ont.
Co-Operatiou Between The Producer 
And The Trade
There should be tlie closest co-op­
eration between a producers’ organi­
zation and the wholesale and retail 
trade. The latter arc the distributing 
agents which bring the producer and 
consumer together, and the span can be 
efficiently and economically bridged 
only when there is a mutual understan­
ding of each Others problems. The 
producer can not deliver his fruit to 
the retailer without the jobber, or to 
the consumer without the retailer. 
There are 2,500 fruit jobbers in Amer­
ica with 7,500 or more travelling sales 
men to develop a country business, and 
approximately 400,000 retail merchants 
who sell the fruit to the consumer. The 
producer cannot take the place of eith­
er. The risk and the co^t are both pro 
libitive.
The jobber and the retailer must 
both add large margins to the selling 
price of any perishable fruit that is not 
standardized in grade and supplied to 
them uniformly, nor can the jobber or 
retailer create a large increase in con­
sumption by their merchandizing ef­
forts alone. The system of trade which 
gives the widest distribution must be 
based on uniform supplies of evenly 
graded friiit backed by na,tional adver­
tising to the consumer. Given these 
conditions‘the trade can then specialize 
on a commodity, display it prominent­
ly, advertise it locally for immediate 
sales results, and make quick turnovers 
at a relatively low mark-up, thereby 
increasing distribution at a low-er cost 
to the consumer, but a larger annual 
profit to the merchant. There should 
be no antagonism between the producer 
and the trade, rather there should be 
the closest sympathetic understanding 
and mutual co-operation in meeting 
the larger problems of distkbution.
The Future Of Co-Operation
PROVINCIAL ITEMS
The value'of the placer gold recov­
ered in B. C. in 1922 has been officially 
given out as $297,000, which is an in­
crease of $63,800 over the previous 
year. In this connection it is pointed 
out that while the old camps in Cari­
boo and Atlin are barely holding their 
own, Cedar. Creek has this year pro­
duced approximately $73,000, notwith­
standing that water and equipment 
were both limited. The proving up of 
one rich high-level channel at Cedar 
Creek may lead to the finding of more 
ground of similar character In the 
Cariboo and other districts.
« « «
Approximately one million tons of 
coal which should be produced in 
Bi C. is now annually displaced by 
imported fuel oil, and, in consequence 
of this,' the coal mining industry in 
this prov'ince is not making satisfac­
tory increases commensurate with the 
general growth of provincial indust­
ries. ,
« •  «
All who livpd in this province in 
f)re-war days will remember the name 
of Alvo von Alvcnslcbcn, who was 
reputed to be the cx-Kaiscr’s personal 
representative in B. C. and who had a 
very spectacular career. It appears 
that he is now in Seattlc<and gains 
his living by selling dolls, made in 
Germany.
, , • ♦ ♦
The Premier mine has paid another 
dividend of $750,000, thus having paid 
in all the sum of $3,150,000 to its 
shareholders since the beginning of 
1922.
Thanks largely to the “Buy B.C. 
Products ’’ campaign, this province 
now ranks third among the manufac­
turing provinces of Canada, there be­
ing at present 1,500 plants o f  various 
kinds in .it, 66 of which have been 
started by the Department of Indust­
ries.
The Dominion Government’s offer 
to pay transportation charges on pure 
bred herds brought into B. C. has been 
taken advantage of by Mr. J. E. Mc- 
Auly, of Twin Islands, who has imr 
ported sixty ewes and one raiii from 
the Calgary district. The government 
paid all freight charges west from 
Calgary and Mr. McAuly’s expenses. 
This offer of the federal Department 
of Agriculture has not been given 
much publicity and, so far, no other 
stockman has taken advantage of it.
Dring 1922 soine 45,000 people were 
found employment by the provincial




G ainer’s Bacon, 
per lb.
S w ift’s Lard per tin 
70c, $1.20, $2.35
Waldron’s




SOUTH EAST KELOWNA 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT




TAKE NOTICE that J. Lanfratiep, 
whose address is Kelowna, B;C., will 
apply for a licence to take and use 12 
acre feet of _ water out of Mis- j 
sion Creek, which flows West and! 
drains into Okanagan Lake about Dis 
trict Lot 134. The water will be diver 
ted from the stream at a, point about I 
Intake “B,” 'Water Rights Map 8404, 
and will be used for irrigation purpose 
upon the land described as Part Lot 
“G,” Reg. Plan 1848, and adjoining 10 
acre lot. This notice was posted on the] 
ground on the 8th day of December, 
1922. A copy of this notice and an ap­
plication pursuant thereto and to the 
“Water Act, 1914,” will be filed in the 
office of the Water Recorder at Vernon,
The future of co-operation will de 
pend not alone on how well the grow 
ers handle the business in hand, w’heth 
er it be in production, in distribution 
add marketing, or in the development 
of a larger consumer demand, but 
largely on how well they meet the 
vital questions of the day which are 
leading to world wide social and ec 
onomic unrest. A co-operative organ! 
zation has a public interest relation 
ship which it must scrupulously fulfil 
as well as the relationship to its mem 
bers. It can not live for itself alone 
A co-operative organization of fruit 
growers, by illustration, should be an 
important factor in reducing the cost 
of living as w ell as insuring the grow 
ers a fair price for their fruit if it is 
to play a vital part in future social anc 
economic life. The producer is entit­
led to a fair return on the cost of pro 
duction, if the law of supply and de­
mand warrants it.
The co-Operative organization, how­
ever, should make a larger output pos­
sible by reducing the cost of produc 
tion through the co-operative purchas 
ing of orchard supplies, by the joint 
use of tractors and other implements, 
by co-operative pruning, fumigation 
and harvesting. It should reduce the 
cost of packing by the iiiore economical 
method of co-operatingly purchasing 
packing house supplies and by co-op­
erative packing; it should reduce the 
cost of distribution to the wholesale 
trade, by even distribution and nation­
al advertising, and it should help 
place the wholesale and retail distri­
bution of fruit on a merchandizing 
rather than a speculative basis. By 
doing these things it reduces the dis­
tributing costs of the trade to the con­
sumer.
These arc public relationships that 
should be inherent in the legal right 
of producers to organize. They are 
responsibilities which no co-operative 
organization can safely avoid. No 
group of producers has the right to 
operate collectively if it uses its power 
of organization to restrict production, 
to lessen or arbitrarily control the 
supply, to permit avoidable wastes 
that result from improper handling in 
Ijrcparing fruit for market, to specu­
late, to profiteer, to create any condi­
tion that Is <li8Crinimatory of unfair 
to the public or to a competitor, or 
which permits a member, an 'officer
, , • • , J- I B. C. Objections to the application
government labour agencies, including „,ay bg with the said Water Re-
approximately 6,000 women. As a re­
sult of Jhe efforts of the B. C. Depart-j
ebrder or with the Comptroller of 
Water Rights, Parliament Buildings,
ment of Labour, some 2,000 Orientals within thirty days after■ , , , . the first appearance, of this notice m a
employed on track work were replaced jogal newspaper. The date of the first
publication of this notice is Dec. 14th, 
1922.
17-5p J. LANFRANCO, Applicant!
SOUTH EAST KELOWNA 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT
by white men.
All but six of the thirty-seven liquor 
export warehouses in this province arc 
going out of business, as a result of 
the $1 0 , 0 0 0  license demanded by the 
government for running that class ot
business. Those which remain will be . provisions of
, , , f ..u the Water Act 1914, and amendments
merely branches of the Consolidated thereto, an election of Trustees will be| 
Exporters’ Corporation, which is the held in January, 1923. 
official name for the private liquor Therefore the following resolutions! 
trust in B. C. J were passed at the meeting of the
* * •  “ j Board of Trustees on. December 27th,
Compilation of statistics for the I 1922, viz.:— _ _ _  .
presentation of British Colnntbia-s case B7c.®be=7p’ô ^̂
for equalized freight rates at a hearing ted Returning Officer for the Annual 
of the Privy Council of Canada has j Elections to be held in January, 1923.1 
been completed, and these statistics Resolved that the Returning Officer 
will form the main basis of argument jf itr .r-. z-' o t T.T z- J T3 M^y Block, Kclowiia, B. C., betweenfor Mr. G. G. McGeer K. C. and Pre- jhe hours of 10 a.m. and noon on Sat- 
mier Oliver, who go to Ottawa at the urday, the 20th day of January, 1923, 
end of this month to present the case for the purpose of receiving nomina- 
for this province. Formerly freight tions and electing two Trustees for a 
. £ T> z- t it/  term of three years, and that a poll,
rates for B. C. were on a ratio of V/2  ghould such be required, be held in
to 1 as compared with rates on the the School House, East Kelowna, B. 
prairies, and this was cut down to 1% C., on Saturday, the 27th January, 
to i as the result of a strenuous I hour of 1 0 . 0 0  a.m. tilll
paign  ̂ waged about a year ago. This ^'^Eve^y Candidate for election to serve 
time it is hoped to convince the Privy Trustee shall be nominated in writ- 
Coiincil that justice demands that the ing, signed by the proposer and sec- 
rates be equalized. onder, two voters in the District, and
by their nominee, and shall be deliv­
ered to the Returning Officer at the 
or an employee an advantage, a rebate I District Office any time before noonj
or a preference that is not open to all of J.-inuary 1923, and... , . J shall otherwise conform to the require-
alike. There may be as much danger Qf Schedule B of the Water Act]
to co-operation among produaers from 1 9 1 4  and amendments thereto, 
the abuse of the power of organization j HARRY B. E'VEKARD,
and from a lack of the square deal to
all alike as tberp is from tbp attacks | i^22. 19-Sc|
of those, who oppose the- principle of I --------
co-operation. ,, j The Dol|y "Varden mine on Alice
A large share of the cost of food is J which, owing to special legisla-
represented in the cost of selling or tjon passed at Victoria three years 
marketing. As a public question, it j ago, became the property of the Tay- 
takes on a vital significance in these I | qj. Engineering Company, has been 
times of high living costs on account a Reno, Nevada, bank-
of the flow of population towards the ^r, following non-payment of $206,886 
cities. It gives new impetus and a jue him by the management, 
new vision to the co-operative move- ^
ment which, by simplifying the distri­
c tin g  process and reducing costs, is B .C . granite is gaining rapidly in 
helping to meet a present day social with architects and is finding
and economic need.. Unless a pro- markets, not only in Canada but
Notice is hereby given that the An­
nual General Meeting of the Electors 
of the South East Kelowna Irrigation 
District will be held in the School 
House, East Kelowna, B. C., on Mon­
day, the l5th day of January, 1923, at 
7.30 p.m., for the following purposes, 
viz.:—
(a) To receive from the Trustees who 
have been in office a report on the 
condition of the works, and a state­
ment of the financial condition of the | 
District;
(b) To discuss with the Trustees any| 
matter relating to the works or fin­
ances of the District;
(c) To fix the remuneration of thej 
Trustees for the ensuing year.






27th December, 1922. 19-3cj
Okanagan Loan and Investment 
Trust Company
FOR SALE
13,000. Blocks 22 and 24, Map 186, cbntaiuing 20 acres or there­
abouts. This property is situate between Pendozi and Rich­
ter Streets, and offers an excellent opportunity to the specu­
lative Builder, or to the Investor for sub-division purposes, 
being within the City limits with light and water facilities.
$5,500. Well built and conveniently planned Family Residence with 
hot air heating in excellent decorative repair, containing:— 
On the Ground Floor:* Vestibule, Hall, Double Reception 
Room, Dining Room, Cloak Room with wash basin, Kitchen, 
Buck Verandah. On the First Floor: Three good bedrooms 
With clothes closets, 3 piece Bathroom, Linen Closet. On 
tho Second Floor: Two large Bedrooms, Full sized stone 
basement. Woodshed. Garage. Owner would accept $1,000 
cash as an initial payment to substantial party.
$1,650. Well planned Bungalow, containing Sitting Room, 2 Bed­
rooms, Kitchen, Pantry with sink and water, electric light. 
Screened in Summer Kitchen and front Porch. Chicken 
House, Woodshed, small bakery at rear. Cash, $500., This is 
one of the best buys we know.
SEVERAL MODERN HOUSES TO RENT
Tho Stirling & Pitcairn Packing HoUse, standing on three lots for 
sale. Price on application to:—
KEAIz E S T A T E  D E P A R T M E N T





I Theatre Phone, 86. Manager’s Residence,
\When Better Pictures are Made We*ll Show Therr̂ ^M̂
p  a  B a  a  a  b  n  B BN a  b  b  b  b  b  b  b  b  b  b  b  b
FRIDAY and SATURDAY,
JANUARY 5 and 6
Look at this one for a New B 
Year’s picture. You will 
laugh this year oiit and the a®®!) 
new one in. B
B in
s '
H a r o l d  L lo y d
—in—
Grandma'S Boy
We are giving you this great 
feature at regular prices. A 
picture every member of the 
family should see. Also “The 
Villain That Vanished,” Ae­
sop’s Fables. .
Saturday Matinee, 3.30, 10c and 25c.
20c and 3Sc
Evening, 7.30 and 9,
MONDAY AND TUESDAY, JANUARY 8 and 9
S K I N  D E E P
With MILTON SILLS AND FLORENCE VIDOR
In addition to this splendid picture we offer a BUSTER 
KEATON special comedy which is in itself a real feature, 
“THE BLACKSMITH.” ;
Evening, 7i30 and 9, 20c iand 35c
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, JANUARY 10 and 11 
CECIL B. DE M ILLE’S PRODUCTION
M A N S L A U G H T E R
with an exceptionally fine cast including THOMAS MEIG- 
HAN, BEATRICE JOY and LOIS VV^ILSON.
And indeed it is a picture that will stir you as you have never 
been stirred before—that will amaze you with its beauty, and 
bewilder you with its magnitude. So big in story, in produc­
tion and in dramatic force that words are powerless to des­
cribe it. The masterwork of the master prodilcer, made from 
a best selling novel. THE BIGGEST SCREEN, ENTER­
TAINMENT OF THE YEAR. In addition to this powerful 
drama, we offer you an unusually j-ood comedy from the fa­
mous Christie studios, “COLD FEET,” which is guaranteed 
to warm up any old house with merriment.
Evening, One Show Only, 8.15 p.m., 25c and 5Sc
JBg FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, JANUARY 12 and 13 O^®
,®B HARRY CAREY in “TH E KICK-BACK” ®a®'
Written by Harry Carey Himself
COME IN AND HEAR JANUARY VICTOR RECORDS
H I S  M A S T E R ’S  V O I C E
CCPYRIGH7EO.(71NAMJ900.By EMII£
P. B. W ILLITS & CO.
DRUGGISTS AND STATIONERS
NAMING IT
The curate entered the railway car-
ducers’ organization confers a benefit I other, countries, notably Australia, j in which were seated a gang ofaucers organization conters a DC^^nt  ̂ „z.o.-i„ »avvies. En route the language of the
on the public at large, as well as the However, up to the past year "early particularly cniphatic and
A NEW BEVERAGE
industry which it represents, its future J granite used in construction in
as a vital part of the social and in- the"prairie provinces came from Que- 
dustrial fabric of the country is prob-jhec 
Icmatical. The progress of co-opera-1 * ♦ ♦
tion will be measured by its ability 
to, meet just such problems.
A roan vriio doea not advertlae may 
know aU abont hla own bnaineaa. but 
0 0  ona elaa doaa.
A strong effort is being made in 
Vancouver to build a “community” 
elevator in time to handle next sea­
son’s wheat crop. I t  is claimed that a 
suitable (levator could be constructed 
in nioc months.
free.
Thinking to ease matters, one of the 
navvies turned to the curate and said:
“Look ’ere, guv’nor, you’ll ’ave to 
excuse us chaps. We're a rough and 
ready crowd, and calls a spade a 
spade.”
“ Most extraordinary,” replied the 
curate. “Judging by the run of con­
versation, I should have imagined you’d 
call it anything but that.” London Op-, 
inion. I
Sam, looking very disreputable and', 
very much as though he had been "hit” 
by something, sorrowfully appeared' 
before the judge. In a stern voice the- 
judge said: “Sam, it looks as though, 
you were drinking again.”
Sam replied very weak and mourn­
fully, “Yes, sah, dat was sho’ pow’fuU 
stuff what Ah had, jedge. Ah was- 
drinkin’ dat cr chicken hootch.” , 
“Chicken hootch ? Why, I never" 
heard of that.”
“Yes, sah, jedge, chicken hootch.-. 
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PAQiB SEVE19
THE HHHNG OF BHX ByO. HENRY.
CoDvriKlit. 1922, by Doublcday. Rage & Co.; published by special arraiigc-
got the nerve to hold up a train single- Bcarcliing^ the
Lnded wouldn’t do a trick like that, on 'em. What is your naiut, and what
, I’ve knocked 
j that them 
put a value
A lank, Strong, red-faced man with 
Wellington beak and small, fiery eyes 
tempered by fljixcn lashes, sat on tht 
station platform at .Los 
ing his legs to and fro, At his side 
.•sat another man, fat, melancholy, and 
seedy, who seemed to be his friciui.
They had the appeamnee of men toA iic  iiau uiu .
]l•wllOlU life had appeared as a reversible 




‘ . u,. ----
' "Ain't') seen you in out four y®ars, 
the see man. “WhichHam," said — ,y. 
fci'way you been travcihngr _
; "Texas," said the red-faced man. it 
-was tod cold in A l^ka for me. And I 
iound it Warm m Texas. I l l  tell you 
:;about one hot spell I went through
, "One morning I steps, off jb*: In- 
l-ternational at a water-tank and 
ago oi. wilLqiit,mc. "1""'
shiny. I saw once, in Muscogee, an 
outlaw hung foy,^imirdering six men 
who was a ddad^rintjer for him. But 
I knew a'preacllcf in Arkansas that 
you would liave.fjftken to be his bro 
thcr. I didn't' ctir;<Jv,f6r him much ei 
ther way; what'.'I'-wanted was some 
fellowship aiuf communion with holy 
saints or lost sinners—anything sheep- 
less would do.
"'.‘Well, Saint Clair,’ says he. laying 
down tlic book he was reading, ‘1
guess it must 1)0 jpretty lonesome for 
you at first. And I (lon’t deny that
’.country, and fuller of f
than New York City. On y, out there
^ n u r f l H F  . a f tthey build 'em twenty miles away ŝo 
you can’t smell what fbey ve got^f ̂
'■.dinner, instead of running ’em up two 
inches from their neighbour s wm-
'*̂ ‘̂Thcrc wasn’t any roads in sight, so 
I  footed it 'cross country. The grass 
was shoe-top deep, and the mesquito 
•timber looked just like a peach or- 
'ehard . I t was so much like a 
txentlemah’s private estate that every 
>minute you expected a kennclfuli ot 
bulldogs to run out and bite you. But 
T must have walked twciit'^ miles be­
fore I canie in sight of a ranch-house. 
It was a little one, about as big as 
an  elevated railroad station.^
“There was a little man in a white
•shirt and brown oyerails and u^j)inkniri uiiu u»u .. i,.
■handkerchief around his neck rolling 
cigarettes under a tree m front ot the
,'^°“^Grectings,’ says I. ‘Any refresh­
m ent, welcome, emoluments, or even 
•work for V.comparativc stranger?
; “ ‘Oh, com ^n ,’ says he, m a refined
i'tone. ‘Sit down on that stool, p̂ lease. 
I didn't hear y6ur horse coming.
‘“ He isn’t  near enough yet, says i. 
*‘I walked. I don’t want to be a burden, 
but I wonder if you have three or 
four gallons of water handy. ;  ^
" ‘You do look prett- dusty, says
« ^ rrotvii'll ——•he, ‘but our bathing arrangements 
. “ ‘It's a drink I want,’ says I. Never1 ♦V.ot’c nn thn outside.mind the ' dust that’s on the outside 
"He irets me a dipper of water out 
.of a red jar hanging up, and then goes
“ ‘Do you want work? , .
‘For a time,’ says I. ‘This is rather 
^  quiet section of the country, isn t
■ '' T“  T t is,’ savs he. •Sometimes—so 1 
have been told—one sees no human 
being pass for weeks at
• been here only a month. I bought the
•ranch from an old settler who wanted 
"to move farther west.’  ̂ . a ^
‘“ It suits me,’ says I. “Quiet and re-
• tirement are 'good for a man some­
times. And I need a job. I edn tend
• bar, salt mines, lecture, float stock. 
, do a little niiddle weight slugging, and
•play the pianp.’ . ,
“ ‘Can you herd sheep? asks the
-little ranchman. ' \
‘“ Do you mean have 1 lieard sheep?
. ^“^Can you herd ’em—take charge of
,.a flock of ’em?’ says he.  ̂ , ^
“ ‘Oh,’ says I, now I understand. 
-You mean chase ’em around and bark
• at ’em like collie dogs. Well, I might, 
says I. ‘I’ve never exactly done any
-sheep-herdin<r but I ’ve pften seen em 
'froin car windows masticating daisies, 
-and they don’t look dangerous.
“ ‘I’m short a herder,’ says the ranch­
man. ‘ You never can depend on the
Mexicans. I ’ve only gpt two flocks.
— You may take out niy_ bunch ot mot- 
tons—there are only eight hundred oi
• »eni—in the morning, if you nke. I he 
.pay is twelve dollars a uiontli and 
your rations furnished. You camp in 
.a tent on the prairie with your sheep. 
You do your own cook.ng. but wood
■ and water are brought to j'our camp. 
I t’s an easy job.’
*“ I'm on,’ savs I. ‘I’ll take the ipb 
■even if I have to garland my brow and 
“ hold on to a crook and wear a loose 
effect and play on a pipe like the
• shepherds do in pictures.’
“ So the next morning the little
^Tanchman helps me drive the flock of 
muttons from the corral to about 
two miles out and let cm graze o.i
■ a little hillside on the prairie. He
• gives me a lot of instructions about 
not letting bunches of them stray off
-from the herd, and driving ’cin down 
to a water-hole to drink at noon.
“ ‘I’ll bring out your tent and -ramp­
ing outfit and rations in the buckboa?d 
before night,’ says he.
“.‘Fine,’ says I. ‘And don’t forget the
it’s monotonous for me. Arc you sure 
you corralled your sheep so they won’t 
str.TV out?’
“ ’They’re shut up as tight as the 
jury of a inilliohalrc murderer,' says I, 
'And I’ll he back with them long be­
fore they’ll need their trained nurse.’ 
, ‘.'So Ogden digs up a deck of cards, 
and we play casino, After five d.ays 
and nights of my shcCp-camn it was 
like a toot on Broadway. When I 
caught big casino Î  felt as excited 
as if r  bad made a million in Trinity. 
And when H. O. loosened up a little 
and told the story about the lady in 
the Pullman car I laughed for five 
minutes.
“Th.at sliovVcd what a comparative 
thing life is. A inan may see so mudi 
that he’d be bored to turn his head to 
look at a $3,000,000 fire or Joe AVeber 
or the .Adriatic Sea. But let him herd 
sheep for a spell, and you’ll sec him 
splitting his ribs laughing at ‘Curfew 
Shall : Not Ring Tonight,’ or really 
enjoying himself playing cards with 
ladies.
“By-and-by Ogden gets out a de­
canter of Bourbon, and then there is 
a total eclipse of sheep.
“ ‘Do yon remember reading in the 
papers, about a month ago,’ says he. 
‘about a train hold-up on the' M. K. 
& T.? The express agent was shot 
through the shoulder and about $15,-
000 in currency taken. And it’s said 
that only one man did the job.’
“ ‘Seems to me I do,’ says I. ‘But 
such things happen so often they 
don’t linger long in-the human Texas 
mind. Did they overtake, overhaul, 
seize’ or lay hands upon the despoHer?’ 
‘“ He escaped,’ says Ogden. ‘And I 
was just reading in a paper today that 
the officers have tracked him down into 
this part of the country. It seems the 
bills the robber got were all the first 
issue of currency to the Second, Nation­
al Bank of Espinosa City. And so 
they’ve followed the trail where they’ve 
been spent, and it leads this way.’ 
“Ogden pours out some more Bour­
bon, and shoves me the bottle.
“ ‘I imagine,’ says I. after ingurgitat­
ing another modicum of the royal 
booze, ‘that it wouldn’t be at all a dis­
ingenuous idea for a train-robber to 
run down into this part of the country 
to hide for a spell. A sheep-ranch now,’ 
says I, ‘would be the finest kind of a 
place. Who’d ever expect to find such 
a desperate character among these 
song-birds and muttons and wild flo­
wers? And, by the way,’ says I, kind 
of looking H. Ogden over, ‘was there 
any description mention of this single- 
handed terror? Was his lineaments or 
height and thickness or teeth fillings 
or style of habiliments set forth in 
print?’
“ ‘Why no,’ says Ogden; ‘they say 
nobody got a good sight of him be­
cause he wore a mask. But they know 
it was a train-robber called Black Bill, 
because he always works alone and be­
cause he dropped a handkerchief in the 
express-car that had his name on it.’
“ ‘All right,’ says I. ‘I approve of 
Black Bill’s retreat to the sheep-ranges.
1 guess they won’t find him.’ 
‘“ There’s one thousand dollars re­
ward for his capture,’ says Ogden.
“ ‘I don’t need that kind of money,’ 
says I, looking Mr. Sheepman straight 
in the eye. ‘The twelve dollars a month 
you pay me is enough. I need a rest, 
and I can save up until I get enough 
to pay my fare to Texarkana, where
iu t u „  iriCK ii c umi. v.... 
about enough to knowarc the kind of men who Captain, s.iys I, 1 crciv . 
r » n  a tHend. Not that I Clair ia my occ..i.at.o..
can claim being a friend of yours, Mr.
Ogden,’ says I, ‘being only your sheep- vcais—-VCaiS’—no, inuiious—pizuueu »vr-
iTcrdcr; but under linorc ’expeditious JV®̂***’r?rruni«f.-mces we micht have been.’ Worro^V to give them a liaircut-rWitli
I bua-a-rum, IForget the sheep temporarily, 
“  ■ ' ■ or deal.’beg,’ says Ogden, ‘and cut f
“About four 
my muttons
tcr-lidlc and I was deep 
sticcs of making a pot of coffee.
'.r d^iiT affervvTrd ’ w the captain of the gang asks me. i d.iys .uttrwara, wniic „ . , minute, cap n, says I.
r  w a r r n ^ n ° ”tlm in S :  ’Wasrn’?'tllere ‘a kind of /re w a rd  of- 1   in tiic inter capture of this desperate
t ltcc, up • referred to in yourrides softly on the grass a mysterious character you have rererreu to yu
111 Kr»itinr Jli» prCiiniOlC I* . „ «
mv Avidowed mother lives. If Black
ok ■Bill,’ I goes on. lo ing significantly at 
Ogden, ‘was to have come down this 
way—say a month ago—)and bought a 
little sheep ranch and
‘Stop,’ says Ogden, getting out of 
his chair and looking pretty vicious. 
‘Do vou mean to insinuate— ’
person in the garb of the being he 
wished to represent. He was dressed 
somewhere between a Kansas City dc 
tcctivc, Buffalo Bill, and the town dog 
catcher of Baton Rouge. His chin and 
eye wasn’t molded on fighting lines, so 
I knew lie was only a scout.
“ ‘Herding, sheep?’ be asks me.
“ ‘Well,’ says I, ‘to. a man of your 
evident gumptional endowments, I 
wouldn’t have the nerve to state that I 
am engaged in decorating old bronzes 
or oiling bicycle sprockets.’
",‘You don’t talk or look like a shcep- 
licrdcr to me,’ says he.
“ ‘But you talk like what you look 
like to me,’ says I.
“And then he asks me who I was 
working for, and I shows him Rancho 
Chiquito two miles away, in the shad­
ow of a low hill, and he tells me he’s 
a' deputy sheriff.
“ ‘There’s a train-robber called Black 
Bill supposed to be somewhere in these 
parts,’ says the scout. ‘He’s been trac­
ed as far as San Antonio, and may be 
farther. Have you seen or heard of 
any strangers around here during the 
past month?’
" ‘I have not,’ says I, ‘except a re­
port of ojie over at the Mexican quar­
ters of Loomis’ ranch, on the Frio.’
" ‘What do you know about him?’ 
ask's the deputy.
He’s three days old,’ says I. 
Wh^t kind of a looking man is 
the man you work for?’ he asks. ‘Does 
old George Ramey own this place yet? 
He’s run sheep here for the last ten 
years, but never had no success.’
“ ‘The old man has sold out and gone 
West,’ I told him. ‘Another sheep-fan­
cier bought him out about a month 
ago.’
“  ‘What kind of a looking man is 
he?’ asks the deputy again.
*“ Ph,’ says. I, ‘a big, fat kind of a 
Dutchman with long whiskers and blue 
specs. I don’t think he knows a sheep 
from a ground-squirrel. I guess old 
George soaked him pretty well on the 
deal,’ says I,
“After indulging^ himself in a lot 
more non-communicative information 
and two-thirds of my dinner, the de­
puty rides away.
“That night I mentions the matter to 
Ogden.
“ ‘They’re drawing the tendrils of the 
octupus around Black Bill,’ says I. 
And then I told him about the deputy 
sheriff; and how I ’d described him to 
the deputy, and what the deputy said 
about the matter.
“ ‘Ob, well,’ says Ogden, ^et’s don’t 
borrow any of Black Bill’s troubles. 
We’ve a few of our own. Get the 
Bourbon out of the cupboard and we­
’ll drink to his health—unless;’ says he, 
with his little cackling laugh, ‘you’re 
prejudiced against train-robbers.’i
“ ‘I’ll drink,’ says I, ‘to any man 
who’s a friend of a friend. AndT I be
be that. So here’s to Black Bill, and 
mav he have good luck.’
“"And both of us drank.
“About two weeks later comes shear­
ing time. The sheep had to be driven 
up to the ranch, and a lot of frowzy- 
headed Mexicans would snip the fur
rations. Nor the camping outfit -And 
"he sure to bring the tent. Your, iiai ~me s
Zollicoffer, ain’t it?’
“ ‘My name,’ says he, ‘is Henry Og­
den.’ ^  . 1.“ ‘All right. Mr. Ogden. s.ays 1. 
■^Minc is Mr. Pcrcival Saint Clair.’
“I herded sheep for five days on the 
Rancho Chiquito; and then the wool 
..entered my soul. That getting next to 
N.'iture certainly got next to me. I 
was loncsomcr than Crusoe s goat. 
I ’ve sc.en a lot of persons j^morc enter-
• taining as companions than those 
• sheep were. I ’d drive ’em to the corral 
•and pen ’em every evening, and tlien 
.cook my corn-bread and mutton and
coffee, .and lie down in a tent the 
size -of a tablecloth, and listen to the 
coyotes and whip-poor-wills singing 
: around the camp.
“The fifth evening, after I had cor­
ralled my costly but uncongenial mut­
tons, I walkcfd over to the ranch-house 
and stepped in the door.
• ‘“ Mr. Ogden,’ says I; ‘you and nic 
have got to get sociable. Sheep arc 
all verv well to dot the landscape and 
furnish, eight-dollar cotton suitings for
. man, but for table-talk .and fireside 
companions they rank along with fivc- 
■o’clock teazers. If you’ve got a deck 
.of cards, or a parchcesi outfit, or .a
game of authors, get ’em out, and 
let’s get on a mental basis. I ’ve got1^1, o  -----------------  ------------- 1 •
to do something in an intellectual line, 
' if it’s only to knock somebody’s brains
.o u t’ .-V , «•"This Henry Ogden was a peculiar 
kind of ranchman. He wore finger- 
rings and a big gold watch and care­
ful neckties. And his, face was calm 
.and his nosc-spcctaclcs was kept very
“ ‘Nothing.’ says I; ‘no insinuations. 
I’m stating a hypodermical case. I say 
if Black Bill had come down here and 
bought a sheep-ranch and hired me to. 
Little-Boy Blue ’em and treated me 
square and friendly as you’ve done, 
he'd never have anj'thing to fear from 
me. A man is a man, regardless of any 
complic.itions^ he may have with sheep 
and railroad trains. Now you know 
where I stand.’
“Ogden looks bhick as camp-coffee 
for nine seconds, and then he laughs, 
amused. _
“ ‘You’ll do. Saint Clair.’ says he, ‘If 
I was Black Bill I wouldn’t be afraid 
to trust yi^i. Let’s have a game or two 
of sevcn-i^ to-night. That is, if you 
don't mind playing with a train-robber.’ 
•‘ ‘I’ve told you,’ says I, ‘my oral sen-- 
timeuts, and there’s no strings to .’em.’
“While I was shuffling after the first 
hand, I asks Ogden, as if the idea was 
a kind of a casualty, where he was 
from. . .
“ ‘Oh.’ says he, ‘from the Mississip­
pi Valley.'
•‘ ‘That’s a nice little place,’ says I . 
‘I’ve often stopped over there. But did­
n't you find the sheets a little damp and 
the food poor? Now,. I hail,’ says I, 
•from the Pacific Slope. Ever put up 
there ? ’
“ ‘Too draughty,’ says Ogden. ‘But 
if you’re ever in the Middle West just 
mention my name, and you’ll get foot- 
warmers .and dripped coffee.’
“ ‘Well, says I, ‘I wasn't c.xactly fish­
ing for your private telephone number 
and the middle name of your aunt th.at 
carried off the Cumberland Presbyter­
ian minister. It don’t matter. I just 
want you to know that you arc safe in 
the hand.s of your shepherd. Now. 
don’t pl.ay hearts on spades, and don’t 
get nervous.’
‘“ Still harping,’ says Ogden, laugh­
ing again. ‘Don’t you. suppose that if I 
was Black Bill and thought you sus­
pected, pic, Td put a >Vinchester bullet 
into you and stop my nervousness if I 
had any?’ ■ , ,
•“ Not any,’ says I. A man who s
pump. X ,
to just a few musmgs. Imperial Caesar, 
says i. ‘asleep in such a way, might 
shut his mouth and keep the wind a-
.  •  ,  •  i - x  V“A man asleep is certainly a sight to 
make the angels weep. What good is 
all his brain, muscle, backing. «^vc. 
influence and family connections? He s 
at the mercy of his enemies, and more 
so of his friends. And he’s about as 
beautiful as a cab-horse leaning a- 
gainst the Metropolitan Opera House 
at 12.30 a.mi, dreaming of the plains of 
xArabia. Now, a woman asleep you re-, 
gard as different. No, matter how she 
looks, you knoVv it’s better for all 
hands for her to be that way.
“Well, I took a drink of Bourbon and 
one for Ogden, and started in to be 
comfortable w’hile he was taking his 
nap. He had some books on his table 
on indigenous subjects, such as Japan 
and drainage and physical culture 
and some tobacco, which seemed more 
to the point.
‘.‘After I’d smoked a few, and list^i- 
cd to the sartorial breathing of H. D., 
I happened to look out the window 
toward the shcaring-pens, where there 
was a kind of a road coming up from a 
kind of a creek farther away.
“I saw five men riding up to the 
house. All of ’em carried guns across 
their saddles, and among cm *was the 
deputy that had talked to me at my 
camp. '
“They , rode up careful, in open for­
mation,' with thbir guns ready. I set 
apart with my eye the one 1 opinion­
ated to be the boss muck-raker of this 
law-and-order cavalry.
“ ‘Good-evening, gents,’ says I.. 
'Won’t you ’light, and tic your horses?
“The boss rides up close, and ŝ v^ngs 
his gun over till the opening m it 
seems to cover my whole front clcva^
tion, , 1  , >•“ Don’t you move your hands none,
says he, ‘till you and me indulge in a 
adequate amount of necessary conser­
vation.’ ' _ J X
“ ‘I will not,’ says I, T am no deaf- 
mute, and therefore will not have to 
disobey your injunctions in replying.
“ ‘We arc on the lookout,- says he, 
‘for Black Bill, the man that held up 
the Kdty for $15,000 in May.,,We arc
is sheep-herder. I’ve got my flock of
m tt n enn d here to­
rch! 
th
‘“ Where’s the*^Coss of this ranch?’
j;ive f'in a haircut- 
suppose.*
“ ‘There’s a thousand dollars reward 
offered,’ says the captain, ‘but it’s for 
his capture and conviction. There don t 
seem to be no provision made for an 
informer;’ .
“ 'It'looks like it might ram in a 
day or so,’ says I, in a tired way, 
looking up at the cerulean blue sky.
“ ‘If you know anything about the 
locality, disposition, or secretivciicss 
of this here Blade Bill,’ says he, in a 
severe dialect, ’you are amiable to the 
law in not reporting it.’
“ ‘I heard a fence-rider say,’ s-ays I, 
in a desultory kind of voice, ‘that a 
Mexican told a ‘ cowboy named Jake 
over at Pidgin’s store on the Nuecces 
that he heard that BJIack Bill had been 
seen in Matamoras by a sheepman s 
cousin two week’s ago.’ ,
“  ‘Tell you what I’ll do, Tight 
Mouth,’ says captain, after looking me 
over for bargains. ‘If you put us on 
so we can snoop Black Bill, I 11 pay 
you a hundred dollars out of my own 
—oiit of our own—pockets. That s 
liberal,’ says he. ‘You ain’t entitled to 
anything. Now, what do you say? 
“ 'Cash down now?' I ask.
“The captain has a sort of discus­
sion with his helpmates, and they all 
produce the contents of their pockets 
for analysis. Out of the' general re­
sults they figured up $102.30 in cash
ciicd. The whistle of a coining freight- 
train sounded faf away among the 
low hills. , . , ,
The fat, seedy man. at his side 
sniffed, and shook his frowzy head 
slowly and disparagingly.
“What is it, Snipy" asked the other. 
“Got the blues again?”
“No, I ain’t,’’ said the seedy one, 
sniffing again. “But I don’t like your 
talk. You and me have been friends, 
off and on, for fifteen year; and I
never yet knew or heard of you giving 
anybody up to the law—•not no one. 
And here was a man whose saleratus 
you bad 'ct and at whose table ;^ou 
had played games of cards—if casino 
can be so called. And yet you inforin 
him to the law and take monejr for it. 
It never was like you, I say. ’
“This H. O gden,resum ed the red- 
f.accd man, “through a lawyer, proved 
himself free from alibis and other legal 
legal tcrniinalities, as I so hc.ard after-
Ward. He never suffered no liarm. Ho 
did me favours, and I hated to hunil
him over." , .
‘‘How about the bills they found in
his pocket ? ’’ asked the seedy man.
‘‘I put ’em there," said the rcd-faccfl 
man, “while, he was asleep, when I 
saw the posse riding up. I was Blactei 
Bill. Look out, Snipy. here she coincal 
We’ll board her on the bumpers when 
she takes water."
and $31 worth of plug tobacco. 
‘“ CcJome nearer, captain meeo,’ says 
I ,) ‘and listen.’ He so did.
“ ‘I am mighty poor and low down 
in the world,’ says I. ‘I am working 
foir twelve dollars a month trying to 
keep a lot of animals together whose 
only thought seems to be to get asun­
der. Although,’ says I, ‘I regard my­
self as some better than the State of 
South Dakota, it’s a come-down to 
a man who has heretofore regarded 
sheep only in the form of chops. I m 
pretty far reduced in the world on 
account of foiled, ambitions and rum 
and a kind of cocktail they make along 
the P. R. R. all the way from Scraii- 
ton to Cincinnati—dry gin, _ French 
vermouth, one squeeze of a lime, and 
a good dash of orange bitters. . If 
you’re ever up that way, don’t fail 
to let one try you. And, again,’ says 
I, ‘I have never yet went back on a 
friend. I’ve stayed by ’em when they 
had plenty, and when adversity’s over­
taken me I’ve never forsook ’em.
‘But,’ I goes on, ‘this is not exactly 
the case of a friend. Twelve dollars 
a month .is only bowing-acquaintance 
money. Aiid I do not consider brown 
beans and corn bread the food of 
friendship. I am a poor man,’, says I, 
and I have a widowed mother in Tex-- 
arkana. You will find Black Bill, 
says I, ‘lying asleep in this Houston 
a cot in the room to your right. He s 
the man you§ want, as I know from 
his words and conversation. He was  i    i . d 1 h - ^ ^ friend,’ I explains, ‘and if
lieve that Black Bill, I on, would ,nan I once was the entireI was the man I once as the entire 
product of the mines of Gondola 
would not have tempted me to betray 
him. But,’, says I, ‘every week half 
of the beans was wormy, and not 
nigh enough wood in camp.’
“ ‘Better go in careful, gentlemen.Avo l  seems impatient at times,
off of them with back action scissors. ■when you think of his late profes- 
So the afternoon before s”ona" pSrsu°fa one would look for
were to come I Imsfl'd abrupt actions if he was come uponmuttons over the hill, across the dell, ^ .
down by the ^winding brook, and up <*Cq whole posse unmounts and
to the ranch-house where I penned j ^  i^^rses, and unlimbers their
•em in a corral and bade ’em my n.ght- “ “  rition and equipments, and tip- 
ly adieus. , . xu ..r. toes’ into the house.- And I follows,
bo':^se.'7'L d:’? f> ‘X ,  'E“s,‘!:iV “" &
asleep on his little cot bed. I guess ‘‘-phe leader of the posse shakes 
he had been overcome by anti-insonmia q  . ^ wakes him up. And then
oc diswakefulness or some of the dis- two more of the
eases peculiar to the sheep business.  ̂ ,̂ ĵ.d^£unte r̂s grab him. Ogden was
His mouth and ^  mighty tough with all his slimness,
h e  breathed hke a second-hand bicycle mignty toug neat a single-
I looked at him and gave vent ana ne gives everCX..VX o___ neatfooted tussle against odds as I 
SCG*“"‘■What does this mean?’ he says, 
after they had him dovyn.^ „
•‘ ‘You're scooped in, Mr. Black um, 
says the captain. ‘That’s all.’
‘“ It’s an outrage,’ says H. Ogden,
madder yet. ,
•“ It was,’ says the peace-and-good- 
will man. “The Katy wasn’t bother­
ing you, and there’s a law against 
monkeying with express packages.
“And he sits on H. Ogden s stom­
ach and goes through his pockets 
symptomatically and careful.
“ T il make' you perspire for this,’ 
says Ogden, perspiring some himsclt. 
‘I can prove who I am. _ '
“ ‘So can I,’ says the captain, as he 
draws from H. Ogden’s i»s}de 
pocket a handful of new bills of the 
Second National Bank of Espinosa 
Citv. ‘Your regular engraved ^ ufs- 
da3‘S-and-Fridays visiting card would­
n’t-have a louder voice in proclaiming 
vour indemnity than this here cur­
rency. You can get up now an pre­
pare to go with us and expatriate
vour sins.’ , .' “H Ogden gets up and fixes nis 
necktie. He says no more after they 
have taken the money off of him.
“ ‘A well-greased idea, says the 
■sheriff captain, admiring, ‘to slip ott 
down here and buy • a ^little shcep- 
ranch where the handdom heard. It w a s  , the slickest hide­
out I ever seen.’ says the captain. _ 
“So one, of the men goes to the 
shearing-pen and hunts up the other 
herder, a Mexican they call John 
Sallies, and he saddles Ogden s horse, 
and the sheriffs all ride up close 
around him with their guns m hand, 
ready to take their prisoner to town.
“Before starting, Ogden puts the 
ranch in John Sallies’ hands .and gives 
him orders about the shearing and 
where to graze the sheep, just as it 
he intended to be back in a few days. 
And a couple of hours afterward one 
Pcrcival Saint Clair, and cx-shcep- 
herder of the Rancho Chiquito, might 
have been seen, with a hundred and 
nine dollars—wages and blood money 
—in his pocket, riding south on an­
other horse belonging to said ranch. 
The red-faced man paused and list-
.A'
THE POSTAL C.O.D. SERVICE
IN RELATION TO
DEPARTMENT STORES
■ • . ■ , ' ■ ® 
Views of an Ontario Rui'al Post­
master-IVI erchant
To the Editor of The Globe: I have 
read with mudi interest, your advertis­
ing sheet, hooming the new postal C. 
O.D. service, also your questionnaire, 
and thought it might be of interest to 
give you my views on the matter, from 
a double standpoint, firfet, of a rural 
Postmaster, and secondly, a retail 
merchant in a rural district.
"We admit, of course, that this ser­
vice, frorri the standpoint of a Toron­
to daily paper, looks like a pretty good 
thing, not as much, perhaps, for the 
.general public as for the Toronto de-' 
partment stores, whose money, collec­
ted from all parts of the Dominion, 
yields large profits that are invested 
in Toronto.
However, to be fair in this matter, 
we must look at all sides of the ques­
tion. In every postoffice in the country 
the Postmaster and his assistants spend 
all their time and energy in a service 
that is more arbitrary and exacting, 
than any other public service, with less 
pay and longer hours of work, and are 
finding themselves every year more 
and more an "Armex’’ to the Toronto 
department stores. «
The Postmaster's salary is based— 
not on the mail matter he distributes, 
or the tonnage he handles, but on the 
number of stamps that he sells. Con­
sequently, two or three stamps that he 
sells will bring him fifty or a hundred 
pounds of mail matter to distribute, for 
which he receives neither pay nor com­
mission.
This in itself would seem to be a suf­
ficient burden to add to the ordinary 
postbffice work, but now a patepal 
Government, imitating our American 
neighbours, makes the Postmaster, al­
ready nearly crowded out of his office 
with mail order parcels, responsible for 
Ihe collection of the Department store 
accounts, through the C.O.D. service. 
It is of absolutely no benefit or con­
venience to' the public; a package can­
not be delivered until the charges are 
paid, and it simply adds work and ex­
pense. As an instance of this: A firm 
in Toronto advertised a two-dollar ar­
ticle at a special price of one dollar. A 
patron of this office sent the dollar, and 
the article is mailed to him with a C. 
O.D. charge of $1.15. Including char­
ges, the amount to pay is $1.22, tyhich he 
must pay before he gets his-purchase.
That is the Postmaster’s side of the 
fitnry; now, look at it from the stand­
point of the retail merchant, and show 
us where the public receives any bene­
fit. True, the Toronto merchants arc 
enabled to unload “sight unseen,” as 
small boys trade broken jack-knives, a 
quantity of goods that they could not 
handle over the counters, and the mon­
ey they receive is invested in Toronto, 
and nine times out of ten they get a-
way with the transaction’ because it is 
less bother to keep an unsatisfactory 
article and wear it out as sodn as pos­
sible, than to return it and try to get 
your money back.
In the meantime, the retail merchant 
in the country or small town is trying 
to hold his trade, compete with the big 
department stores and make ends 
meet, and does not always find it an 
easy problem; in the first place,, he 
must keep a better class of goods, be­
cause he could not'sell over the coun­
ter the class of goods sold by adver­
tising, and, in the second place, in 
many cases, he is waiting for his mon­
ey, while his customers are sending 
ail their ready cash away to pay for 
the wonderful bargains (?) they read 
about in The Globe,. Possibly their 
conscience troubles them a little as 
they rerhember some absolutely nec­
essary items they must have for din­
ner tomorrow, but then you know, 
“We have an account with Mr. Jones, 
and he won’t mind waiting until next 
month for the money; in fact, he ought 
to be glad to have our custom at all, 
and we could not afford to miss a bar­
gain like this.”
Now no one will deny that the re­
tail merchants throughout the country ' 
are a necessity, a necessary evil, judg­
ing from the amount of abuse they get. 
Nevertheless, they are a necessity, and 
besides being good citizens, they en­
deavour, as far as possible, to give as 
good service as any department store 
in the city. They carry a pretty heavy 
stock, too, compared with their volume 
of trade, much heavier than a city 
store, because they have to carry ev­
ery line that is carried by a big de­
partment-store, and their profits are 
less because they cannot turn their 
stock over as quickly. They pay taxes 
at home, they help keep up roads, 
schools «nd churches; they employ 
help at home, nearly always support­
ing from the business one or two fam­
ilies of employees, and when hard times 
corfie and money is scarce, they arc 
the ones who hold a man Up and keep 
him and his farnily from suffering for 
lack of necessities until he gets an- 
other job. Now, how much of this 
neighbourly assistance and co-opera­
tion does the country district or the far­
away customer receive from a depart-' 
nicnt store in Toronto?
Cut out “buying by mail,” and we 
venture to say trade will be better for 
the merchants, and the customers will 
have a lot better return for their mon­
ey, and the Postmasters will rise up 
and call you blessed, when the parcel 
post and the C.O.D. service arc 
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lecaiise of the Success of Our 
last Week'S AdvertJscineiit
I *«i,
which cleared out the stock of Choco­
lates advertised and far exceeded our 
expetotions regarding Tomatoes, we 
are going to mention two other lines of 
which we have only a limited supply
'■•/v
M
C a n n e d  P i n e a p p l e
in regular 35 cen t cans, a t  ■
; ' v ' v ^ 5 v c e n t S : e a c h
• o r 4 can s  for ^  ce n ts
P a c k a g e  R a i s i n s
in regular 20-cent size a t
15 cents a package
,o r 4 p a c k a g e s  for 55 c e n ts
W e have only a few  cases of th e  P in eap p le  
a t th e abof'e price, viz.', 25 cen ts per can  
or 4 cans for 90 cen ts
and  only a few  cases of th e  R aisins a t th e  
■ above price, viz., 15 cen ts or 4 packages  
for 55 cen ts  w
W e still have several cases of T o ­
matoes at the price advertised last week, 
viz,, 15c per can or 7  cans for $ 1 .0 0
McKENZI
T H E  GROCERS
Phone 214
QUALITY and SER V IC E  
Our Motto
MAKE YOUR HENS PAY
* '  '  k '  •by u sin g  our
Special Laying M ash for 
Greater Egg Production
L aying  M ash  per 100 lb s . . . . . . . . . . .
L ay in g  M ash per 200 lbs
.$ 2 .0 0
. 3 .8 0
W e  sell in  la rg e  or sm all q u an titie s
WHOLE CORN. CRACKED CORN, FEED CORNMEAL
N o. 1 T im oth y  H ay $34 a ton
F ree  C ity  D elivery  P hone 672
OCCIDENTAL FRUIT CO. LTD.
K ELO W N A . B. C.
BREAD SURPASSES ALL OTHER FOODS AS AN 
ENERGY PRODUCER
Every bit of Bread is quickly converted 
into energy to replace that used up in 
your various forms of activity.
You’ll naturally prefer
G O OD BREAD
The perfectly baked loaf made from All-Pure ingredients 
that assures you extra nourishment.
IS ACRES. 11 acres in bearing or­
chard. best commercial varieties; 
3 acres in hay; bungalow of. 6 rooms, 
with full basement; . poultry house; 
garage. A first class f  A  
orchard property, price w A U je lU W  
Cash; balance on terms, 
ip ACRES: 5, acres in’ Orchard, 8 
' . years old. The whole property is 
in alfalfa. Small one room cottage: 
rodt-housc and' chicken house. Ideal
lA ef!!--" -............. $ 1 , 8 0 0 . 0 0
$900 Cash; balance on terms.
" Sec Our Complete List o£ 
ORCliARDS, MIXED FARMS 
AND CITY PROPERTY 
INSURANCE in all its Bronctiics
E . W. WILKINSON & CO.
EstabUshed 189i ,




(Continued from page 5) !
able portion fdr his water right. /Is 
it not therefore a double taxation to 
niake a eharge, as is now being done, 
for every drop of water taken out ;of 
the creeks? This water has been takep, 
without charge, for twenty or thirty 
years by sonic ranchers and they re­
gard it as a distinct grievance that 
this water rental lias been recently 
demanded,
Fourthly, in many cases a landowner 
can only appeal to the highest courts 
of the land against decisions of a com­
mittee of tlie , Government, not ne­
cessarily composed of lawyers ôf 
high standing. Reference to ordinary 
courts is not allowed. K
These are only a few of the poiilts 
to be discussed and about some .of 
them further information is necessary 
before the farmer can present his case 
properly. This inforhiation should be 
collected by the farmers themselves. 
They should also decide the tenure of 
water rights which meets their re­
quirements, and the maximum amount 
they can lifford to pay per acre per 
annum for irrigation water.
They should also consider plans 
for the relief of the situation and. lay 
before tire Government in a collective 
capacity their views about what will 
happen if relief is not afforded. >
If the water question is debated at 
Vernon in tlie_ right spirit, much may 
be done to put agriculture in the Dry 
Belt on a sound footing. ■




R. R. 1, Kelowna, B. G.,
: Dec. 29th, 1922, 
Editor, Kelowna Courier.
Dear Sir,
I notice in the Ellison Notes of 
Dec. 21st an item in which your cor­
respondent states the Club turned out 
to a man to decorate the School. They 
inade a good job of it, I must give 
them credit for that, and I havie seen 
it decorated a few times, too. But the 
effect was all spoilt by your corre­
spondent slinging mud at two.dr three 
of the school-boys who were asked by 
their teacher to come back after sup- 
;per and help with the good job. : I 
don’t happen to know who the Ellison 
correspondent is, but he or she forgot 
to say that one or two of those “rowdy 
and out of hand” school-boys tramped 
from house to house collecting for 
their Christmas Tree, otherwise there 
would have been no decorating needed. 
The weather was awa}' below zero at 
that time, too.
Personally, I don’t think there would 
have been many of the Club members 
decorating the School if there had not 
been a little jazz at the finish. I have 
no objection to them dancing, but let 
the boys alone. Christmas only comes 
once a year and we were all young 
once; also the Christmas Tree at 
Ellison used to be for the kiddies 
but of late years a certain element 
would like to push them out of the 




REV. W. GRAHAM BROWN’S 
'  PROPOSAL CRITICIZED
Kelowna, Jan. 1, 1923.’ 
The Editor, Kelowijc  ̂ Courier.
Dear Sir,
Many of your readers will regret 
to see Rev. W. Graham Brown come 
out with suggestions to our Commit­
tee of Seven. I t seems it would have 
been better to refrain from arguing 
till they had reached a decision, but 
since silence has been broken, I will 
say that it is idle to entertain any 
hopes that any-control board scherne, 
or the one Rev. Mr. Graham Brown 
proposes, will be accepted by the 
growers,/, now that Dr. Macklin has 
passed judgment on it. Most of the 
growers would have accepted it, for 
unity’s sake, had the Doctor or Mr. 
Sapiro approved of it, as wc will ac­
cept- any plan endorsed by one of 
these gentlemen and np other.
Yours truly,
F. de CAQUERAY.
Eager Shoppers Handsomely Rewarded In This
Of Men’s Furnishings, Boots and Shoes 
Ladies' Wear, Baggage and Staples
Only a backward season combined with an inactive business 
period could possibly bring about a sale of garments like these, 
at prices which actually would startle a person who is thor­
oughly familiar with the cost of such Merchandise.
4
These January Sales always bring an unusual opportunity fo r ’j 
people to buy Merchandise at greatly reduced prices, but not 
in the history of this store has there been a sale to equal this 
one. It is a January Clearance Sale in which drastic price 
reduction sets a new precedent.
friday, January 5 Though faintly expressed these Items will friday, January 5
to  ■ • ' ' ■ ' , , ■ ■ ,■ to,!, , ,, " ■
Saturday, Jan. 13 give you some idea as to how->priceS range Saturday, Jau. 13 
Men’s Overcoats and Suits—a Sale Coat Prices Take a Tumble
That Offers Clothing of High Merit and Reputation at 
Remarkable Reductions
This sale has been arranged by us for the sole purpose of disposing, 
as quickly as possible, clothing purchased during the past season;  ̂
clothing which has not moved with the speed to which we are 
accustomed. We chose, therefore, to get from under and offer 
what we honestly believe to be The Greatest Clothing Values on 
Record. Men who believe in practising thrift will realize these 
sterling values and will gpt here early, as naturally the best suit 
or overcoat will go first. Sizes for sUm, stout, tall or short nien.
W HOLE STOCK OVERCOATS
Reg. price: 
$22.50 for $16.75 
$30.00 for $22.50 
$31.00 for $23.35 
$33.00 for $24.75 
$34.50 for $25.75 
$37.50 for $28.00
Reg. price:
$40.00 for $29.75 
$42.00 for $31.50 
$42.50 for $31.75 
$45.00 for $33.75 









Reg. price, $23.75 for .......... $17.75'
$27.50 for ..:......-..$20.50
$30.00 for .......... $22.50
$35.00 for ..........;$26.25
$40.00 for ...........$29.75
$45.00 for ..... ......$33J5
$50.00 for ....:.......$37.50
BOYS’ SUIT SPECIALS
$25.00 for $18.80 $16.50 for $12.̂ 50
$22.50 for $16.75 $l5.00 for $11.23
$20.00 for $15.00 $12.00 for $9.00
$18.00 for $13.50 $10.00 for $7.50
$8.00 for $6.00
Skirt Prices Clipped
This January Clearance Sale advertisement 
would be incomplete if we were to omit these 
splendid skirt values, the equal of which we 
doubt whether a similar opportunity will occur.
21 Lovely new Skirts; Plaids, Tweeds and 
heavy mixtures. Just wonderful A H
for an extra. Up to $15 vals. Sale
Boots and Shoes
COME IN FOR AN 
AW FUL SLASHING !
Men’s, Womens,’ Boys’, 
Girls’ and Children’s 
Footwear must sell re­
gardless of original cost.
A very Special Table of
High Cuts in the Ladies’ 
Department. These are 
such good makers as Em­
press, Bells’y Smardon; 
not a single pair of 
Jobbers’ lines in our en­
tire range. No matter 
what the price, high cuts 
up to $15 per pair, must
go on the 
table at
Oxfords and Pumps in all 
the season’s latest styles; al­
so low heel, straps; Q P |
a very special table®***'®^
All Men’s Lines go on Sale 
at l-5th off regular selling 
prices with the exception of 
rubber Jootwear;
Boys’, Youths’ and Little 
Gents.’ SPECIAL TABLE
is bound to cause some excite­
ment. A very exceptional of­
fering indeed.
Boys’ .............. ..............  $3.95,
Youths’ ...............    $2.95
Little Gents.’ ...--------  $1.95
With us, , there is but one thought in mind. To sell out every 
coat in stock in the shortest possible time. No regard for value,; 
quality or desirability of the garments whatever. Just sell them 
—that’s all These prices substantiate > our claim.
15 only Coats, Velour, Tweeds, fur col- ' 
lars and plain collars ; tan, puttee, sand 
mixtures. These are values up to
$65.00. f J K
January Sale ........ I
These will be on display in centre 
window.
Dress Prices Drop
' January Clearance Sale at this store means 
that every garment must go. No matter how 
great the/loss or how good may be ther 
dress, that is the attitude we take when­
ever we put on a sale of this kind..Here.is 
proof:—
' 8 real specials. Serges, sailor styles 
and plain afternoon f |  A f t
dress. Listen !
All other Tricotines, Serges and Silks 
to be subject to l-5th. off.
Table for Misses, Girls and Children
These are all new lines,'only broken in 
sizes. We have never for many years put 
on such a bunch of snappy lines in this 
department.
Misses, $3.95: Girls, $2.95; Childs, $1.95




The same kind of waist for which you paid a 
great deal more for a week earlier can now be
20 only Georgette and Crepe de (PC A A  
Chine Blouses to clear at ......... .....
These are real good styles in the Slipover 
Blouse and come in all sizes.
A jade green Georgette, trimmed with beads 
and guipure edging; round neck d»pT A A  
and short sleeves, for ...................... . d / t f a W
Navy Georgette Crepe in Slipover style; trim­
med with red beads; low neck, A  A
short sleeves and tied with sash.
Hosiery Prices Take a Tumble
While quality stays up. There is no trace of 
inflated value in this sale. I t  is a genuine, bona 
fide sale of first class hosiery. No “seconds” 
nor “odds and ends”—but every pair is in first 
class condition. Many moons have passed since
values like these have been obtainable.*
10 doz. only of Holeproof pure silk fibre, Q K p  
brown, black, white; all sizes. Sale O tU L
25 doz. Fine Silkette. brown, cordovan,
black, white and navy. Sale ..... •
A special in black Cashmere, “Pen­
man’s,” black only, 8J^ to 10. Spec.
Children’s "Penman’s,” black, white, cream, 
sky, pink and brown. . ^
This is a real special ..................... M tFL
All regular lines also contract at a saving of 
1-5th off regular low prices.
No Sale Goods Charged.
No Sale Goods Exchanged.
No Sale Goods on Approbation.
CARRIAGE PAID  
On All Out Of Town Purchases.
had for much less, $ome instances as to price 
reductions are as follows :—
White
Balkan style; very daintily trimmed <PC A A  
withlseed beads and fancy buttons.
VOILE BLOUSES
A large, range of lovely fine voiles in all the 
very best styles, with Peter Pan collars. Slip­
overs With sashes, convertible collars; these 
styles also come in dimities and ^ A
fine muslins. Very special ............
One table of extra special values in 'Crepe de 
Chine and Habutai Blouses. QPfc
To clear at ...................... .........
P h o n e  215
f :
